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it becomes my sad duty to turn, in order fo
' | chroniclagti death of two efficient laborers
who have fallen at their post during the
present month.”

Offige, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
ROE BURLINGAME, Publisher,
: To’ iio all letters on buskhess, remittances of
&c., should be sent. All communications
designed for publication shouldbe addressed to the
Edi

pre

VANCE, $3.50

$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD

REMITTANCES must be made in money or
é

ders,

bank

checks,

or

drafts, if possible.

When

neither of these can be procured, send tire money in a
registered letter,
All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
The regular charges for money orders, bank

checks, and Post Office money order? may be de
ducted from the amount due, when thas sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded ‘until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made fas re-

wquired by law.

Miss Mary Guignard, of the General
Baptist Mission, Cuttack, died on the 14th
inst., after a brief illness. She was at the

head of a large school of famine orphan
girls, and her death
inflicts a very heavy
blow’ on the Orissa
Mission. She was born
in London, in 1825.
Her father was of
Swiss extraction, but her mother was a
Scotchwoman. The death of both parents
early threw her on her own resources in the
largest city of the world.
Exposed to
manifold temptations, she was kept by di-

vine grace from the paths of 5, and led at
a tender age into the way of peachy Her
first religious connection was with the In-
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3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-office, or
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facie pir Boras of intentional fraud.
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An Evening Thought.
OE

The twilight falls, the night is near,
1 fold my work away,
And kneel to One who bends to hear
The story of the day,—
The old, old story; yet I kneel
To tell it at thy call;
And cares grow lighter as I feel

\

/

the late Dr, Liefchild. Becoming convineed of the%eorrectness of Baptist “views, she
friend, Dr. J. Burns,
years a member of his
of her coming to .Inconnected with Dr. Landel’s:

.

Cherishing a"strong desire for the Foreign
Mission work, she wisely resolved to fit her-

self for it, and entered the Congregational
College
studies.

at Homerton and prosecuted her
The Indian Mutiny of '57 inter-

fered with her plans for going to India, and
she was obliged to wait. This year she
published a work, entitled *“The Unprotected; or Facts in Dressmaking Life, by a
Dressmaker,” and dedicated it by permission to Lord Shaftesbury. ° Among her private paperg there remains a letter from the
authoress of ‘ Uncle Tom's Cabin,” expressive of her interest in this book. The
way to India being still closed- against her,
she became a teacher in a large Ragged
School; (I wish our English friends would
change this name, Ragged-Schoel. Itisa
noble charity sadly marred) at-Sheéffield,

well, even to the last.

Older than

most of

those who enter a foreign field, she applied
| herself to the study of the native language
The

were energy, diligence dnd perseverance,
‘and. her circumstances allowed full scope

, The roughened path, the sunbeams bright,
The hourly thorn and-crose.

Thou knowest all—I lean my head,
My weary eyelids close;
Content and glad awhile to tread
This path the Father knows,

for their display. Her death is a great loss
to the Mission, epecially to the dear orphan
children over whom she tenderly and lovingly watched. This Orissa Mission has

been deeply afflicted during the past few

And he has loved me! All my heart
With answering love is stirred;
And every anguished pain and smart
Find healing in his Word.

years by

the

Goadby

and

deaths of Mrs.

Miss

Bailey,

~Guignard.

Still

Mr.

the

brave workers struggle nobly on, and, by

So here I lay me down to rest,
As nightly shadows fall,

And lean confiding on his breast
Who kngws and pities all.
EE

Missionary Correspondence.

God's help, they will never give up the
post. They are looking for the return of Messrs. Millér and Hill with their wives to
their old field soon, and this will | greatly |
cheer and help them.
Mahes Chundra Rai, our senior native
preacher at this station, died on the 23d
inst., after an illness of only three weeks.

I can not tell you how deeply we feel this
MIDNAPORE, INDIA, Ang. 28, 1871.
The Christian Spectator, a monthly magazine conducted by the Baptists of India,

issued its intial number last

month.

Rev.

heavy loss. Mahes came into the mission
when but alad. My father got him from
Mr:

Pearce’s

school

in Calcutta.

In 1846

he began preaching, ‘and for these twenty-

C. B. Lewis, of the.Baptist Mission Press,
Calcutta, is the editor, and the two num-

five years -he has not ceased to publish the
glad tidings of salvation to his pagan coun-

bers that have appeared

trymen. . He-came from a very low class
of Hindu society, and often Reverted to this
fact to the praise of divine'grace. Many

indicate true ener-

gy and enterprise on the part of the proJectors,

This

periodical,

it is hoped, will

represent the entire Baptist body of India, times with great feeling has he told the
of which there are several American and church of God's wonderful mercy to such
English divisions. Its pages will be de- a sinner as he was, delighting in gvery sinvoted to topics.of practical interest, partio- ¥ful way and breaking all God's commands
ularly those of a missionary character. In- merts. No one who has known our brothdian subjects will of course be prominent. er could ever question the genuineness of
This magazine fills a real needin our relig- his conversion. He delighted to say with
ious community, and is welcomed by many David, “Come and hear, all ye that fear
throughout India as a timely helper and a God, and I will declare what He hath done

blessing. Mr. Lewis has made a good beginning, ‘and bids fair to make the magazine a success.
Jagd,
who

one of our very best Santal boys,

has been

in the training a year, has

just passed an excellent examination, and

gone out, 88 8 school teacherin the jungles.

formy soul.” ‘And Mahes's testimony al-

ways told upon the audience, whether in
our covenant meeting or in/the bazar.
More

than

all

the other native preachers,

‘he glorified Christ for His redeeming work
in his own soul. And we never had a better bazar preacher. The out-door work, in

the street, and over the country, among all
thirst for know
, and having got a start classes, was his peculiar sphere, and though
were always exocel- |
in one of the jur
scltools, has, Turing the | his pulpit ministrations’
year here,
.
not a few who have lent and profiting, still he never seemed $0
been with ms much longer. He opens a much at home, so full of his theme, s0'apt
school
near his own: village, and will make in illustration and so fervent and forcible in
He has

in

addition

to

quite a stay

visiting

our brethren,

at a Santal

village, the

head man of which is a son-in-law of Panchu. Mahes came back much cheered by
his trip, which he had enjoyed exceedingly.

manifested un truly eager

———

8, 1781.

der the od
How did it ot there ? He
says he didn’t know he was carrying it up
at the time. Absent-minded. He was looking for a clean towel.
His wife, in despair, goes to her<ooni
and. cries, and thinks of her happy girlhood days, ‘She does hot come down to
supper. No one eats much, that evening.

He has the whole table to himself.

He has-

n't much appetite, either. He gets up every
half minute for some forgotten article—fot

Number

dbindoned

as this

good,

great,

mistaken

Englishman has done.

'

[As

a

of Storer College.

1

the report of the proceedings of Conference
touching our Publications might be fully preference has not yet returned home, and has the
formal Report of the Committee on Publications

Fullerton, of Ohio.

in his possession, we are obliged to defer the
for a sau-" publication of that part of the proceedings until

next week.

the

complete. We regret the delay, though it is unavoidable.]

still

once . upon returning he fell sick, and with-

the stove

out

ing furiously, like the driving of Jehu,
son of Ni
bi, who drove rapidly.

cherishing, the least hope of recovery,

he told all that his work was done, and
that he did not wish to stay here longer.

on

boiling—boiling piecemeal, boilthe

Next day his'wife comes down stairs and
hires a Woman: to clean up. Things get

uftable to talk, he pointed upward, signify-

settled in about a week. oi Bs hs
fault. He pticks to it #
0-4:
ter than any wom jn he X

ing his hope to meet them in heaven. Madhu, his companion in many labors, attended

that the mania never broke out in him until

him

with tender

devotion,

and I several

times overheard him asking Mahes concernirig his hope in Christ. (The last night, after “giving the medicine and food, Madhu

opened to 2Cor. 5: 1, and reading
words, asked Mahes,—** Have.you

the

chooses “to give his

toit,”

California husbands

disease.

have a touch

of ‘this

It was contracted. in the mines in

the flush days of 49.

such an’

Jesus’ blood, our brother
heavenly mansions prepared for him above.

noticeable are always equaily instructive and

Christian reader, Matt.

brilliant, pays this not undeserved tribute to

—

Cooks.

YB

A writer in Lippincott’s Magazine, medn-

maintains even a greater conceit than this:
he deems himself a cook superior to any
woman

in the world, when he chooses to

congentrate his mind on culinary affairs.

On such a man, when duly married, there
breaks out once or twice a year a culinary
mania. He must cook; he will cook. He
watches the opportunity when his wife has
prolonged her afternoon visit a little longer
than usual. He invades the kitchen, He

kindles a fire in the stove.

Before kindling

that fire he leaves open every door in the
house, from cellar to garret. He turns the

dampsr wrong.

The

stove

smokes the

wrong way. He draws water in the wrong
bucket to fill the tea-kettle. These things
ate terrible.to mention, but they

done in California.

He

are

often

throws potato and

other vegetable parings.in the cleanest pail
he can find. Wherever he walks and whatever he touches, he IRaves
a ‘“ muss.” He
leaves

knives,

forks,.and

spoons

all over

the house ; algo, dish-rags; he puts one of

these in his pocket. - He cedses to be a
rational
male

or

accountable

California’ cook,

being.
married

An

old

and in his

wife's kitchen, iS not a wellspring of plese
ure.
He brings all the frying-pans into use.
He sets their sooty bottoms on the clean
pine table. He ‘contemplates making tea.
He reflects as to the quantity he used in?
the mines for a ‘‘making.” He can not
recollect exactly. He crams several fistfuls
into the teapot. He will have enough any| way. No one who drinks thereof sleeps
that
night. Nervous. He essays to make
|
biscuit. He wonders how much saleratus
they used in the mines to get a good rise
on.
He uses enough.
He kneads his
dough, and, wandering vacantly about the

house, leaves traces of flour at every step.
It is in

the

the banisters.

parlor, on ¢he daor knobs, on

He ean cdok.

He says he

can cook better than any woman in the
world if he * was only a-mind to give his
mind to if.” This conceit is neverto be

taken out of him.
Californians;

mines.

It is peculiar to all old

for he made

It was good bread,

bread

in' the

too—goodto

Society.

Prayer

the finest mind“and the neblest character
that went over from Prelacy to Romanism
during the late Tractarian movement. We

copy from the Galaxy :

called by the Mod-

Prayer was offered by Rev, Isaac
The records were read.

VISITORS TO THE SCHOOLS AND

COLLEGES.

Rev. 8. D. Church, of Me., presented
a resOlution directing the several Yearly
Meetings, within whose ‘limits our institu

tions of learning are located, to appointa
Board of visitors to these

Institutions, to

seek out and encourage the young men
connected with these institutions who
the ministryin view, and that

ANNVAL REPORT.

ence

do

now

appoint

this

Boards

have

Confer-

who

shall

| hold their office until the Yearly Meetings
Rev. W.-H: Bowen; the
Secretary of the society, then read his Annu- shall appoint. The resolution was adopted,
al Report. .The past year has been a mark-

and Rey. 8.D. Church was appointed Chair-

man of a Committee to nominate these : vis-

itors. The Committee subsequently reported a list for each of our denominational
schools, and the report was adopted. The
Committee to visit Hillsdale College are,—

all the income of its funds being devoted to
this.object. The report urges the duty of
pastors to seek out young men and press Revs. D. L. Rice,F, W. Straight and G.
upon their attention the claims of the minis- P. Blanchard ; Bates College,—~Revs. C. F.

‘try. It makes a strong appeal in behalf of a
sanctified education, and speaks with pleasure of the renewed interest manifest in the
papers on the cause of ministerial education, this interest

Justin McCarthy, whose
"men
and the events thut make English life
dwells in the

. The Man Who

versary of the Education

was offered by Rev. J. A. Howe, of R. I.

John Henry Newman.

kari and others from India redeemed, by
J. L. P.

- This evening was devoted to the Anni-

ed one in the history of the society, owing
they had begn two years married, Twice a largely to the fact that it has been. able to
year it ragessand the kitchen smokes. All do more than ever before for beneficiaries,

heavenly home?” The sinking man, too
weak to speak, bowed his head in assent.
And now with Rama, Elias, Daniel, Bhe-

10: 38.

With that exception, the report is

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 11 —EVENING.

ouly

She says

The Conférence was

erator.

cer. Whenhe has entirely finished, be finds
are

Adjourned.

THURSDAY, OCT. 12.—~MORNING,

sented in the Star, and as the Secretary of Con-

the salt, for the bread, for a cup,
forgotten ; they

Sowers called up the. yoport, of the Committee on Education, concerning the mu-

strong desires have been expressed that

with the brethren, and after faithful preaching commended them to God. Almost at

pota

a3

nificence of the citizens of Hillsdale, and
it was adopted. Prayer by Prof. Brackett,

General Conference.

At both of the branches he broke bread

ing perhaps to exalt the domestic functions
of women, or possibly intending, to burlesque the attempts of male bipeds to" install
themselves in positions for which they have
no proper fitness, thus humorously pictures
the effort of the married California miner to
and gave great satisfaction.
In Feb., '61,
manage affairs in the kitchen:
she landed in Calcutta.
¢‘ I came to India‘
Every old (Californian, having in **'49”
to work, not for pleasure,” she’ wrote to baked his own bread and boiled his. beans,
a missionary friend. And she dil work deems himself a good family cook.
He

qualities most prominent in her character

Yes, all! the morning and the night,
The joy, the grief, the loss,

and

made

Chapel, London, under the pastoral«care of

with diligence and gratifying success.

The Father kitows them all.

and Bhimpore, They were gone a fortnight,

death, he -asked to see his family, and then,

church at Regent's Park.

regularly
to his name or

~ On the 21st ult., Mahes and Madhu started out to visit our branches at Bandarbani

She was a member of Craven

dependents.

dia, she was

DECISIONS.

be has been clerk of our assqpiation, In
many places and many ways we shall “miss
him: *

During his illness he spoke little, for his
strength failed fast. Two days before his

Each »
ber is particularly requestedto note was baptized by our
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub fand was for séme
scription, and to forward what. is due for the ensuing’
church. At the time
year, without further reminder from this ofiice.

NEWSPAPER

HH. NOVEMBE R

DOVE R, =

A g—————————

having found expression in the resolutions
and addresses made at our Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings, and other denominational

gatherings.

It régrets

the fact that the

society. has not been able to do only about
two-thirds as much

for beneficiaries as

it

E.

W.

Porter;

New Hampton,—Revs. A. D. Smith, J.
Rand -and G. J. Abbott; Whitestown,—
Revs. M. C. Brown,G. P. Ramsey and J. M.

Langworthy;
J. A. Howe,

Lapham
J. Mariner

lace ; Maine Central
Knowlton, A. L.

Institute,
and

Institute,

Gerrish

and

G.

— Revs.
W.

Wal-

— Revs.
Dea.

E.

Benj.

Fogg. Boards were also appointed for the,
other schools,

|"
A MESSENGER RECEIVED.
that the number of applicants was larger
A letter containing the fraternal greetThe report depre- ings of the Convention of the Christians’ of
soul, energy, genius, and fame into the than was anticipated,
cause of the Roman Catholic Church. Rome cates the habit of students preaching regu-’ Michigan was read by the Clerk of the
welcomed him with that cordial welcome Jarly at a too early period in their course, Conference. It stated, among other things,
she always givesto a new-comer, and she and expresses the opinion that they should that it had appointed Rev.C. M. C. Cook as
utilized him and set work for him to do. preach only occasionally previous to the last a Corresponding Messenger to this body.
Macaulay has shown very effectively in one year. The number of beneficiaries has been Rev. Mr. Cook then took the stand and adof his essayshow the Roman Church seldom greater in nearlyall our schools this year than dressed the Conference at some length,
loses any one it has gained, because it isso during any previous year. The sum of $4200 giving an account of the faith, polity and
The last prosperity of the body which he representskillful in finding for everybody his proper has been apportioned to them.
.place, and assigning him in her service the Thursday in Jan. is recommended as a day ed.”
task he is best qualified to do, so that her of prayer for schools and colleges, and the
CHURCH POLITY .
ambition-becomes his ambition, her interest multiplication of colleges is declared to be.| ‘. Rev. R. Dunn,Chairman of the Committee
his interest, her conquests his conquests. unwise. The report closed’ with a noble ap- on Church Polity, presented a report in beNewman appears to have been made a sort pealin behalf of the work undertaken by the balf of the
Committee. The report was
of missionary from Rome to the intellect society.
adopted, item
by item, substantially as folTHE STUDENTS’ OFFERING.
and culture of the English people. Within
lows:
;
'
President Graham stated at thig stage in
the Church to which he had gone over he
1. That our Quarterly and Yearly Meetbecamé an immense influence and almost the proceedings of the meeting, that, at ings make#the subject of Missions, and esunequaled power. The Catholics delight- morning prayers at the College, he had pecially Home Missions, one of increased
ed to have a leader whose intellect no one proposed to the students to raise $1,000 prominence at every session. 2. That all
could preterd to despise, whose gifts and towards the endowment of the College. He our Quarterly Meetings and Associations inculture have been panegyrized in the most had done this to test the ifiterest of the stu- quire, at every session, respecting churches
~The sum proposed
glowing terms, over and over again, by the dents in the object.
destitute of pastors and oS fields demandforemost statesmen and divines of the did not stop there. The work progressed ing labor, and appoint supplies for all such
until $1,488.50 had been pledged by the sevProtestant Church.
churches and fields until they can secure
Newman was appointed head of the ora- eral classes. The President then introduc- pastors. * 8. That the members and offiters
tory of St. Philip Neri at Birmingham, and ed a committee from the College, the Chair- of our various denominational bodies should
was for some years rector of the Roman man of which stated definitely what had be considered as such until the next session,
Catholic University of Dublin. He rarely been subscribed by each class. President and that the officers should have authority
came before the public. In all the arts Graham reported $100 from another source, to call extra sessions and to make arrangethat make an orator or a great preacher he and stated that he would supplement this ments for the same. 4. That the General
he is strikingly deficient. His manner is sum with an equal amount, so that the
Conference appoint a Conference Board of
constrained, aw kward, and even ungainly ; entire donation amounts to more than $3,seven members, which shall have charge of
his voice is thin and weak. His bearing is
correspondence with other religious bodies,
Rev.
Dr.
Ball
then
presented
the
follownot impressive.
His gaunt, emaciated
as circumstances may demand, make profigure, his sharp eagle face, his cold medi- ing resolution, which he said was designed vision for receiving bodies which may wish
as
a
match
to
ignite
the
enthusiastic
feeltative eye, rather repel than attract those
to unite with us, and advise and co-operate
who see him for the first time. The mat- ings of the citizens and the congregation :
Resolved, That we greatly admire and feel with the Home Mission Board respecting
ter of his discourse, whether sermon, speech,
the highest pleasure in- making honorable its work. 5. That the publication of defor lecture, is always admirable, and the mention of the: generous subscription of nominational books and papers, and
the
language is concise, scholarly, expressive— $1,588 by the students of Hillsdale Col- | theological education of the ministry,
as
perhapsa little over- weighted with thought ; lege to the .endowment fund of $5,000] well as Missions, should be placed
under
but there is nothing’ there of the orator. It which they propose to raise ; and we recog- supervision of the General Conference, and
how this act as the prophecy of a wideis as a writer and as an ‘influence ”—I
spread enthusiasm in the noble work of that this Board be instructed to censult
don’t, know how better to express it—that raising an adequate endowment for this In- with indiv jduals and organizations, requestNewman has become famous. I doubt if stitution, as from this example the. inspira- ing and securing, if possible, such superwe have many better prose writers. He is tion of high endeavor must proceed.
vision. 6. That our ministers and members
The resolution was enthusiastically adopt® be requested to supply themselves with,
full of keen, pungent, satirical humor ; and
@
«
there is, on the other hand, a subtle voiof ved.
. | and circulate generally, books, periodicals
:
ADDRESSES,
|
poetry and of pathos suffusing nearly all he
and tracts for the vindication of our docRev. W..H. Bowen spoke of feeling at trines and polity. 7. The last resolution exwrites. One of the finest and one of the
.most frequently quoted passages in modern home in a congregation, in part, of stu- presses opposition to any change in our deEnglish literature is Newman's touching dents, such as he has at home at Lewiston. nominational name.

John Henry Newman

hoped.

Penney,J. S. Burgess and

This is chiefly owing to the fact

threw his whole

and noble apostrophe to England's * Saxon

He regarded the ministry as the great police

the angry waves of skepticism and crime,
and so leaves the soil of human nature and
society fitted to grow the virtues that en-

pathos,

rich and adorn our private and® public life.

tenderness,

beauty of illustration;

they are all that verse can be Hide by one

was

appointed

hi

Pl

They say that two

‘‘ pardners”

who

{

by the

Moderator to nominate the Board of su pervisors, for which provision is made in the .

action of the Conference on Chu: ch Polity,
This Committee subsequently reported the

He urged a wide and generous culture as following names,—Revs. G. T. Day, E.
one
of the needful things to fit young men p Knowlton, G. H. Ball, R. Dunn, S. D.
who
just
fails
to
be
a.poet.
+ ¢abined” with him died of heavy-bread
He was given twenty-four | - ‘An English critical review not long since and women for their true work. He want- Bates, D. G. Holmes and John Fullonton.
indigestion.
classed the poetical works of Dr. Newman ed colleges to make less Doctors off Divinity The report was adopted.
hours to leave the camp.
Now we see him ravishing his wife's and ‘George Eliot together, as the nearest and more men.
Rev. R. Dunn offered the following, which
Dr. Day, referred, in his inimitable man- was adopted:
as in the ‘bazar or the market kitchen. He has burned. up all the choice approach which intellect and culture have
*
a good teacher. While here he was much| utterance,
&
ner,
to
the
gift
of
the
students,
as
most
erednewspapers
lying
about,
which
the
folks
made
in
our
days
toward
the
production
of
place?
when
addressing
hundreds
and
someResolved,
That
the Clerk of this Conferinterested in religion, and frequently spoke |
and prayed in oor Bantal meetings, I think | ‘times ‘thousands of his idolatrons fellow- 1 wanted to read. He is; uging table-butter genuine poetry, Whén Newman made his itable to them and-promising to us——a proph~ ence be requested to publish froin -time to
time, in the Morniny Star and Baptist Untoo
led a life.of prayer, and hope he men. He traveled with. me more extensive- to cook with, nd sets the cooking-butter on ‘famous attack on Dr. Achill, an Italian ecy and pledge of work and glory in the ton,
resolutions and other items on church
may hold on and prove faithful where he ly than any other native-preacher, and we the table. Things fall into that dough— priest who had renounced the Roman fature. He said Freewill Baptists are fall polity, _,
of
pluck,
and
will
not
give
up,
and
HillsChurch, and whom Newman publicly achas gone, and ere long make a public made several long tours together. Iknew buttons, matches, and bits of8oal.
The Moderator appointed Revs, A. H.
In the midst of all this culinary riot, cused of many crimes, the judge who had dale College will have a glorious: and adProfession of his ‘faith in the Tord Jesus him oply. to love him for his constant eager. Morrell and D. G. Holmes a Committee to
Christ
young man of his stability ness to hold up, Christ before the people. chaos, smoke, grease, soot, rags, and flour, to sentence the accuser to the payment of a vancing antiquity.’ He then. proceeded to visit those bodies which have recently unitand perseverance promides well for useful- How ‘often I have heard him exclaim in the wife comes home. She opens the hall fine for libel, pronounced apanegyric on his speak of the hard and self-denying work ed with us, to assure them of our sympathy
his spirited “peroration, after a full hour's door, and is: oppressed by the cloud of intellect and his character such as is rarely which our educational interests call for, of and to acquaint them more fully with our
ness among the Santals.
The new woman, of whom I spoke last discourse,—** There He stands, the glorious smoke. ' She knows then that the culinary heard from an English judgment seat. the necessities and crises which we have to doctrines and polity, for which provision
month, was baptized on the 6th inst., and Saviour of lost sinners! Look at Him and fit is on her husband. She stepd into the Not long after, when the subject came up meet to-day, set forth the real service which was made by the action of the Conference
received to the fellowship of the church, live. I have done my best to hold Him kitchen.
There he stands, red,
. heated, somehow in the House of Commons, Mr. a true education does for those who gain on the report on the State of the DenominaShe seems ‘calm and decided, and anxious up to your eyes;—but except -you look at, flustered, caught in the act, with m big Gladstone broke into an gncomium of John it, and exhibited the products which our tion.
to learn mo_e of Christ. Her 8. S. teacher Him, love Him and live for Him, you can spoon in one hand, a tormentor in the other, Henry Newman which’ might have seemed schools were expected to give.
HILLSDALE,— NOT CHICAGO.
[It wag supposed probable that Bro. Bowtells me that she thoroughly commits to ‘not be saved. With joined hands (the east- a pot of black on his nose. The frying-4 poetical hyperbole to those who did not
Rev.
C.
O. Libby, by -permission, offermemory the weekly lesson, and drinks in earn form of humble entreaty) I beg you pan is full of hot, smoking lard. It sizzles know the merits of the one man and the “en would furnish an abstract of his address
ed
#the
following
resolution, which was,
for
publication,
as
he
had
been
invited
to
do
conscientious
truthfulness
of
the
pther.
‘and
sputters
all
over
him
as
he
stands
there
with wonderful appetite every word of in- to believe on, this Jesus and be saved.”
struction. And certainly I have no more The people loved Mahes, and will greatly with back to the stove, and all over every-y We have heard the testimony borne by Mr: so; and it was also hoped fhat Bro. Day adopted :
attentive listener at the preaching service miss him. Hindus, Brahmists and Mussul- thing for many feet around. There comes Disraeli to the importance of Newman's in- would do the same thing. But both parties
Whereas, It was at first
roposed to
than this new sister, who only a few days mans all heard him ‘gladly gand inever ques- from" the dyen doora’ suspicious smell of tellect as a support of the English Church, decline the service. The reporter, it may hold this General Conference in Chicago,
ago was worshiping
dumb idols, ‘ She tioned his sincerity. I could cite many il- smoke, —His "biscuit are burning. = All sorts and the shock which was caused by his ‘be, was either ‘tired or lazy, and so did not but circumstances prevented, and its locanow atvends schoo! regularly, and also lustrations of the friendly feeling manifest- of things in pots are boiling over. She withdrawal, ‘Seldom, indeed, has a man take notes ; or it may be nearer the truth | on was changed to Hillsdale, Mich., thereore,
helps teach the smaller girls who are just ed towards him “by all classes of .people. rushes to his assistance. Both burn ‘their seceded froth one church and become the to say thas, during these speeches, he wish.
Resolved, That, In view of the fearful
beginning Bengall. She has also begun He was one of the three original members fingers, He has ~mislaid * half the stove aggressive, unsparing, intolerant cham- ed to listen for the luxury’ of Tisvening: — conflagration which has devastated the city
;
of Chicago during the session of this Conworking in the zenanas here.
of the Midnapore church, and a better covers, and can not find them. One is dis- pion of ‘its en my, and yet retained the es- | REPORTER. ]
From several topics of pleasing interest member we never had, For several years, covered a fortnight afterward up stairs, un- teem and the affection of those whom he
"At the close of Dr. Pays adiiens’ the fed
(Continued on fourth page.)
kill.

;

A Committee, of which Rey. L. B.* Task-

foree of the nation, —the dyke that keeps off er. was Chairman,

Bible.” He has published volumes of verse
which I think belong to the very highest order of verse-making that is not genuine
poetry. They are full of thought, feeling,

“:.
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Communications.
The

priestsridden

millions

in

heathen

lands. { does all she can to help

Semen

| When you have done this, then contemplate

Contrast.

{ the recompense of reward in each case.

-

ag

“What do ye grove than others¥ Jesus,
* “*Now they dofit to obtain a gorruptible crown:
we an incorruptible)” Pani.
.

but

|

. Jt were a great mistake ‘to. imagine, that:|
all of self-denial, sacrifice and crucifixion |
for the sake of oné’s religion falls to the lot |
of Christians,
Could we know the Lalf
of |

All

in

this

establish

order.

school seem eagerto learn and

| quite proud of, what they already know.
appeared very loving too, toward
| their teacher and Ooma.
The latter -they

“What

{.ealled
| No.

:

*f Grandma.”

4 is a school in thé house of old Roger

ly
-

Something Bettér than Nothing.

OF
y
VON
6
| try,yo over
twenty
Years:ago,
I do not know = ||
what is voluntarily suffered "in the sacred |
e—
yr —
| as he has ever attended a meeting for, the |
So said’ an "English-speaking Oriya lad |
name ot religion, by the votaries of other
worship of God, but Christian influence has |
“creeds, and that too when impelled by no who ¢onducted sister Snfith and the writer entered the shop, and gradually all the
+ highe¥ motive than fame, fortune, or a fu- tothe house of his. married sister.” This faith Roger ever had in heathenism disap-

tyre

fruition,

which, aftey, all, is but tran-

sient and ‘¢ corruptible,” it might tend to
modify our self-complacency,. and possibly
to quicken our zeal Wn the moblest of all
causes,
the

victims

of the

Charak pujah, or swinging

Take,

festival,

Mark

the

for

instance,

self-inflicted

torture of

those

deluded

creaturés who exult in being swung aloft in

sister had, a few months before, commenced learning to read and also to use the nee-

dle, but now she was commanded

by: “‘the

after month

he

teacher,

and

While they

Emily Hampton, day by day

grew

a little older and a little wiser, and

when

she was a few months over fifteen, I

sent herto teach

the

wife,

daughters,

and

a
i

BR

you,

shouting

lustily

for

a

contribution !

with one arm withered, nl
"an upright position, until the‘

work

or to walk.

He

had probably

heard

and hence said, ¢ Yes, do let herread

smith

looked

two daughters.

a lit-

as unrelent-

gig eg aloft ier 402 i.
bowlder in N. H., but at last
éo#ds ave be- said? “Yes,” but it was a yes in which one
eould not place much faith.
Some friend may ask, ‘‘ How came you
to be going the rounds with the zenana
teacher in Balasore ?” 1 was following the

See that tall, manly form, by nature a fine,

advice of Brother Libby and of other friends,

athletic’ figure of a man, approaching to
meet you Hn the great juggernath road,
prostrating himselfon his face at full length,

and taking a holiday. A trip to Midnapore her grandmother to visit an ido). She said
might have been far more conducive to in nearly Scripture language, “An idol is
health in the rains, but five of my dear girls ynothing
; though it has eyes it can not see,

gods at each prostration, and in this
ous way spends years, measuring his
way to the shrine of his god.
Here you meet a miserable devotee
ing his sides between two fires, or
other time, stretching himself on a
penitence, an

enormous

hatchel,

iron spikes set in a low
on which the Sadhoo

to

bench,

laboriweary
roastat anbed of

or sharp

points up,

reclines, as a proof of

holiness.
These, and the like of these,

often seen,

are all outdone by .a celebrated devotee
from the north-west called Yuga, whom we
met near Doula” market, last cold season.
He was a fine, tall, slim

Hindustanee man,

of about middle age, who makes a business
of swinging daily by his heels, a practice he
was reported to have continued for eleven
years.
Ile has one year “more to
his vow, and then he is to retire

complete
from the

the

heathen men

and boys.

some good fruit appears.

A

in a little chair; then

again the leg that is loose is brough: up
and twined aromnd his neck.
His entire

which

dreds.

of thousands

ments,

!

dress was un eap drawn over
a narrow hitof cloth, closely

his eyes, and
girt about his

He can see into our

when we pray to
School No. 5
tle girls of the
taught by Sarda,

compeer.

Already

girl of only

hearts,

and

can

hear

him.”
in Balasore is for the litnative Christians, and is
one of our famine orphans,

who though scarcely fifteen, shows an’ ‘apt-

ness to teach” which causes us to hope

she

will be successful.”

exploits of this

America,

when you pray, will you, can you forget to
pray for all these little schools and for their
young and inexperienced teachers?”
L. CRAWFORD.
Le

“Oar

female can conduct herself properly, without the aid of bolts and locks to help her

0

ce

Colleges.”—Once
—

The

-

College

more.

Courant,

sometime

Rebecca, Maria

a’ committee

to

of the

stock

of ‘holi-

ness acquired by so much self-inflicted torture.

But why look we mainly at these few exceptional cases, while

in one

form or an-

osher, the whole land “‘.groans and travails
in pain together until now ?”

Grateful in~

since,

A few days after, the Brahmin came and
said a woman

who knew how to read want-

Jieves it all, and she

means

to mind

‘it.

I

told her to choop, choop, (silence, silence,)
for I feared she would break up the school.”

and

girls

to

silent,”

as much as

learn to réad, and puts Chris-

who cote within

ters taught.

What abroad andstriking contrast is here
seen to the self-denial of the Christian, and

They deemed it great condescension

on their part to consent to have theirdaugh-

Hence there is a necessity

for the less expensive establishments.

the teacher and pupils.
out of one place

They were kicked

spewed out..of another,

the grounds on which such self-denial, sac- but now have a pleasant place on a wide
rifieq.or crucifixion is required:Is self- verandah, which has a high wall a few
renunciation,.and even crueifixion required

yaids in front, Between it and the highway,

of the difciple
of Jesus? What 4s it but a to protect it from the gaze of saucy and
subjugation of his lower nature to that wicked people who pass by. Hur Saw-ewhich is sublime and heavenly ?'

Is'a an

required to forsake all that he hath in order
to become a disciple

of the

Lord

Jesus

Christ ? And is it not with the blessedassurance that. he shall have all and abound,—

tic, one of the famine orphans, is trying her
best.to instruct a companyof tlie brightesteyed and fairest little native girls Lever saw.
Good food, and being” kept out of the hot

that,

in

the

;

and

poorer colleges whose existence seems very
precarious, there are found some of the
very best instructors,—men of enthusiasm
and of principle,—moral heroes,~men

have a purpose

in teaching beyond

who

the

mere drawipg of; their’ salaries, —self-sacri-

ficing men who devote themselves to their
work con amore, and from a sense of duty,
—with scarcely a thought of their own

per-

sonal interests,—~men

their

who

labor: for

students with almost as mpch self-forget-

sunshine, makes § great difference in the fulness as a mother labors for her children,
inshall
and
more,
complexion, But these beautiful little girls —men who can and do instill into the minds
manifold
reoéive
‘shall
:
have not yet learned to be obediént to, good of their students something of ,their own
herlt everlasting life P
Beloved fellow disciple, sit down for half | rules. When one attempts to read, ali the | enthusiasm and moral heroism, «
The contact with such men does more to
to act as teachers, and that too
an hourat least, and ‘seriously contrast the 10st wish
requirements laid upon you by him whom when they are quite as ignorantas the. oné- “wake up the mind,” to make thorough

80 many spots to-night.”
:
heart, which
was full of weariness
| My

and discouragement the night before, was
now full of
treproaches, that I should so

often have

THE HALF-WAY PLACE.
“John,” said
the teacher, *‘‘ have you found the beloved
disciple’s place, on Jesus’ bosom? Are you
with him to-day7
John's eyes and glad smile said even
more than his ‘I hope so.”
*¢ And Fred, how is it with you

’

asi

“ Because

Ww.

They

Want

Universi-

tors, who seem

never

to

have

intended

matter ; and it has not been practicable

there P"
“J don't know.

to.”

wants, reascrable

to

advantages

6. It is also assumed that our educational

enterprises are’ drawing ‘away funds from
our missionary treasuries. In regard to
this, perhaps there is room for doubt. But
in reference at least to the W. Va. College, it may be said that no distinction can
well be made between the college and the

wants a new

suit of clothes; they “aré oblady,

slender

means,

established

their

3

“I
my

4

a

W—

:

teoygsness to the plummet.” Isa 28:17. A
plummetor plumb-line had reference, to an

instrument used to obtain perpendicular and

is,

when -the

This foundation is Christ Jesus, on which
he will build his church; the foundation on
which men are to build their Christian char-

and future hopes. ' By

this figure of

speech, God intends to impress this fict up-

good

)

boys

b

I would rather

and keep the bad

friends

Eas

2 8

chal

If the teacher is absent it is not (he Sum
perintendent’s place to get sssubstitute, but

Instead of giving fesfivals and parties
and entertainments; 1 have five or ten classes come together with their ‘teachers and
spend an evening together.
I

of

find

it the best way, if 1 ean not con-

quer a scholar
in the

week

in the Sunday-school,to go

day

and see him, make him a

present,
and tell him I think a good deal of
him. : 1 perhaps make him my messenger

boy. 1 put him in the place of honor, give
Jim the best place I have, and he straight-

ens up and makes a very good policeman.
Once I bad a *‘ lamb meeting” on'a week
day night. 1 had the lamb on the phtform
and showed it to the children. Then I went
through the Bible and found out what it
had to say about:it. It was one of the

most profitable meetifigs I ever attended.
I showed them the lamb in such a manner

:

that they will never see one again without
thinking of ‘‘the Lamb of God which
taketh away the sin of the world.”

-r

We are too readily’ discouraged in our
efforts to impress religious truth upon the
minds of children.
The brief period of
time Whips any one idea can keep. posses-

ps ¢

Mistakes.

It isa

mistake

to suppose

sion of their minds, and the

rapid and ab- | that the Sunday-schoel; is not one of the

rupt

ts,

transition

of

their

thoug

most—if not, indeed, the most—important
departments of the church.
t is a mistake to suppose that the very
best talent which the church possessesy-the
warmest hearts, the wisest heads—shSuld
not be enlisted in the Sunday-school work,
, It is a mistake to suppose that the most

often

make our attempts appear a failure when
they are not so. Geologists show us the

er was gone on wings swift as thought flies
upon when passing oyer the minds of our
little ones, and yet there remain the imprints for all time. An incident once occurred impressing this truth upon my mind.
~ Ned and Jamie came clattering down
from their chamber one morning exclaimbeen

saying.

=

Ned,

the

churoh—the

rooms, are good enough for it.
pe
. It is a mistake to suppose .that, in their
efforts to provide spiritual
nutriment for the

*‘ that we would be kind

evening,

a8 I sat

a little head

weary.

of

you can’t guess what we've

*¢sheep,” pastors are justified in overlook-

ing
¥¢

alone in the twi-

light, thinkipg,twe little hands, play-weary,
were laid upon my knee, and on then? rested

members

trustees, stewards, leaders, etc.—would not
both give and receive benefit by frequent
visits to the Sunday-school.
2.8
It is a mistake to suppose that any part of
God’s house, or any
part of God's I
is

too good to be occupied in holding the Sunday-school session; that inconvenient hours
We've been making a reso- and damp basements, or contracted lecture-

ing, “ O auntie,
lution,” said

influential

which

never

seemed

and neglecting to provide for
lambs of the flock.”—8. 8. Journal,
—

to

|

Processions of grotesque and in-

the

a

THE ~ SUNDAY-8CHOOL. , The

school releases no. parent

Sunday-

the obliga-

congruous thoughts chased tireless through
the brain, and were as tirelessly spoken,

tion to train his offspring” in the Bdtipftres.

resolution?”

lates, and guides, and helps she parental
effort. 1f in some strange instances, ignorant and careless parents feel absolved
from’

In instances

‘¢ Have Jp sucoeeded in keeping your
I asked, stroking

the hair.

“ Y-es,” said Ned. doubtfully,
WE
“I suppose,” said I, “that in looking
back over the day you see some spots where

you were not so kind to Jamie

as you

“Yeas,” Jeplied he, “I do.”
“I think I can tell youa way

.
>
to make

such dark spots fewer,” gaid I.

row

morning,

as soon

\

"** To-mor-

and first learned the best methods of performing it.—James W. Alexander.

as Jamie has gone

!

.

:

-

dren with
Sunday-schools, have first become awake to the duty of instructing them,

—

ask God to help you to be kind and loving

J

enumeration, it

the parental effort by this auxiliary of mod-

down stairs, and you can hdgve your room
alone, shut the door, and kneel down and

’

beyond

ern times, there are contrary instances, tenfold more numerous, of parents and-families who, from the connection of their ehil-

.

Hints To TEACHERS, . The: same labor
which is required to visit old scholars may
serve to hunt up new ones.
:

to Jamie all the day, and
on the human heart;—that Christ builds his you strength to resist whenbeg him to give
Satan-tempts
church by an exact rule, and that whoever you to be unkind and ‘cross. 1f God sees
will build upon this foundation, must build In that you desire. his. help enough to come
righteousness and truth. The Bible furnish- and ask for it, you may be sure he will give
:
es the exact rule by which Chyist will build it to you.”
‘ Aintie, ean you guess what pants I've
his church himself, or instramentally by his got on?” was.the sudden interested query
people. “He will lay judgment tp the line, before the last words were quite gone irom
and righteousness to the plummet.” By my lips. * My heart sank within me, I
this rule God requires that we should try thought ;that in the subduing quiet of the.
darkness, 1 had arrested the child's attenour doctrine and moral principles, regulate tion.
# I had been speaking
with the hope
our lives and govern our hearts. So perfect that my words would arm the little soul for
is this rule, that it'is said that the man of its battles with self; but how far astray my
*

the

8. Temes.

class,

oe,

In Isaiah 27: 19, we are told, God has{ Might have been,"

laid in Zion a tried stone for a foundation,

out

boys.

and loving brothers all the week.” A few
words of approbation and encouragement
confirmed their resolution and they went to
their play.
fr
:

ment will I also lay to the line, and righ-

Lacter

WHAT MR. MooDY SAYS.

turn

residence.

Impressibility of Children.

That

/

.** The half-way place, if such there be, is

was a touch, and a flitting, and the wander-

will set a plumb-line in the midst of
peoplé Israel.” Amos 7:8
.“Judg-

such

longer where

Satan's favorite ground."—S.

solid rock; they must have been made
when the rock was soft and pliable; there

God's Babine.

Do not stop any

you are.
* If the Lord be God, serve him:
if Baal, follow him.” .

indelible impressions of little birds® feet in

blame and hinder others who are doing the
the same things.
W. COLEGROVE,

3h,

inference

;

memories, or

]

the teacher should do that himself.

of

institu-

~~

town and city in the land, want to aid the
sufferers at Chicago, and on the burned

In respect to this assumption, if is mani-

their

friends?

S. S. Department,

nameless

near

If we have a hundred scholars, but only
one good teacher, put them all into one

ally promoted as by sustaining the college. -

their

to heaven is nowhere

*“ Do you like half-way friends?”
*“ No; I despise them.”
]
‘““Do you suppose Christ wishes

Harper's Ferry.

sufferingssand their voluntary -sacrifices of

Half-way

The farmer wants to add to his aeres, and
it may be, *‘ puil down his barns and build
greater,” and in due time all these changes
take place. The people, -in almost. every

been

|

would still have been lost.

whole heart or none.

to replenish her

conveniences of his

He

the pearly gates. Half-way to Christ is
still on Satan’s ground, for ‘he that is not
with me is aguinst' me.” Christ wants the

A. H. MORRELL

the denominational interests be so effectu-

labors,

wants

be lacking“to Push it forward.

to the F. W. B. denomination in W. Va. if
it will but enter.
But in no other way caw

unappreciated

found.

ner.

God's cause want it to prosper as much as
they want other things, the means will not

the genter and vital point of the mission.
There is a wide and effectual door opened

and

The

The

into the hands of the F, W. Baptists, was
taken hold of as an ess¢éntial part of a mis-

fest, in view of known facts, that if any

is

Halfsway home would have been no better
than the far country. But there is no nlf
way place. - Half a Christian is still a sin-

districts of the far west, and so millions
of dollars, are rolled up as if by magic for
their relief !

In fact the College, when it came

and it has always

those precious words, ‘ My son was lost and

gentleman

taiff-d.

tions to the

as the school can afford.

sionary enterprise;

The

et any farther.”,

here is the half-

way place? Where would it have been to
the prodigal, had be Stopped “there? Still a
long way from home.No father in sight.
No home near. No food, No clothes. No
fatted calf. No golden ring.
The feast
not made.
He never w
have heard

wardrobe, and the work'is accomplished.
The merchant wants to enlarge and ornament his place of business, and muke addi-

away any who may choose to pursue

mission.

wants.

Ican't

*“ Ah, you mistake.

But, thére are others besides tobacco
chewers and whiskey drinkers, who have

it

But it has been

the higher education with such

been halting

and behold even that is not lacking.

determined to furnish the best facilities posoan the secondary education, and not
to turn

half-way place,

I'm there,” said Fred, who

he is sure to obtain it. .And possibly he
wants a hundred dollars’ worth of whiskey,

for anything beyond thé secondary education. This was done in accordance with
the usage of the people, and long before the

change the name since,

. “1 guess, if there is any

some time between Christ and the world.
* And how long do you mean to stay

with the higher education,—and that if it
|
:
has not a full faculty and all the facilties and
I have been asked by frierids little acaccessories of a first class University, it is | quainted with the Freellmen, how it Ixghat
holding out fraudulent inducements, is try- they raise so much money for building
ing to obtain patronage under false pretens- churches and sustaining their worship. The
es, But the word college has not every- answer is seen at the Leading of this artiwhere the same signification as in New cle,—*‘ Because they want to.”
England. In some parts of) the country it | This ** want to” meéts and overcomes the
more nearly retains its original meaning, most formidable obstacles; even the very
and is applied to such schools as are in poor man, is strangely
exercised by its
N. E. called Academies ;—such as are oc- power.
He wants a pound of tea, and he’
cupied with the secondary instead of the
contrives a way to get it.
He wants twenhigher education ; and it is vot at all re- ty dollars’ worth of tobacco in a year, and
ty. Such is the case, for instance, in West
Virginia; and the West Virginia College
received its name from its original projec-

, and so often have forgot-

ten, ‘‘ Ye bave need of patience, that :
:
ye have done the will of God, ye might receive the promise."—Christian Weekly.

Institution, taking the name of a College, is

to be, or intends to be, exclusively occupied

This as-

smaller

mind what the cause could be, when the
little lips, unequal to longer quiet, opened.

How will you stand before his face.
Or answer for his injured grace?”

horizontal lines. It was used in erecting
walls “to secure their being straight, level
:
;
sumption, however, is quite as unfounded as ‘and perpendicular.
happens

about in my

just casting

that 1 was

usual,

Shodid strike your hearts with terror through;

us not cast a slur upon

times

;

before, the little hands were again laid upon my knee, and the little head again rest-,
éd upon them. There followed a few ‘mos
ments’ gilence, which was a thing so un-

The vengeance to your follies due

no less intense, than are found ‘among the

Great difficulty -did-Babu, P. the others, For, in the first place, it some-

M. Senapatty, have in obtaining shelter for

+ That evening as T gat “in the twilight as

“ God from on high beholds your thoughts,

more wealthy.

age of the collegé he attends.

have

‘His book records your secret faults;
The works of darkness you have done
Must all appear before the sun.

tions which are the fountains of life and
strength to the church _and the nation, let

8. It is asshmed that the ** colleges worthy

‘Be

peflce

rule, by which he requires us to regulaté
our lives, he will judge us in the last day.
Even now he stands before us with a plumbline in his hand, and is trying our lives by
an exact rule and measuring every one of
us,

Moreover, it is a matter of sim-

colleges in the U. S. They have been established by the persistent efforts and sacrifices of men who have been called impradent, ‘But wisdom is justified of her
children.” And if even ‘‘impradent” men
have, by their imprudence, their unrequited

of the name” have a sort of pre-emption right
to all the students the country can afford, and

say,

tion.

hi

of endow-

the stiidents which they secure, would go to
the older Institutions. But that is manifestly a non sequitur.
.
2. It is assumed thut the older colleges are
sufficient for all needs. But this is not so.

he

He may

Td

and

God can be just, and

witnessed when we all appear at the judgment seat of Christ. By the same exact

hun-

this has been especially true of the best

likes, but as long as he persuades women

spoliation of hungry priests and vagabond
mendicants, who scFuple “not to fleece all
ered name of religion.

of dollars

up

them, and

tian books into their hands, the * leaven” to all the -money that can be spared for eduwill work, and though it may for a time cational purposes,—and that, hence, any new
less, yet still, weary, wasting pilgrimages work silently, -it will work mone the less college is an intruder. ' That assumption
to the various shrines throughout India are effectually.
4
:
abuda
|
] only needs stating to. show its unwarrantannually numbered by hundreds of thouary
i
:
* School No. 8 is away off in the dark ableness. . |
sands; while the gross ignorance and su- heart of Balasore. The fathers, of the pu4. It is assumed that the value of the
perstition of the masses, subject them, a pils are the aristocracy and sf
Hindus, culture secured by the student is in proporready prey, to the greed, oppression and Not a price do they pay for femhle educa~ tion to the wealth and magnificence and
in the sa-

swallow

5. But it seemsto be ‘assumed that every

deed that they are becoming beautifully

their power,

sometimes

sion and want of consideration; and partly
in a quality which is well nigh uniyersal in

tablished, the money invested in

other.”

the last evening's”
I raised a silent
might come back
petition might be

and brought
to mind,
those words
that his little
vii
i,

my attention
conyersation
prayer that
to hin, and
heard,

the

our college enterprises have interfered with
the collection of missionary funds, it has
take them aside, and if possible induce them
not been the ngwer colleges, and especially
human
nature.
to: forgive each other. They all soon re1.
It
seems
to
be
assumed
that,
if
the
Jy. Va. Ya College.e. It is said that ““the|
Sethe W.
turned, and said the greatest offender had |
ch
younger
and
weaker
colleges
were
not
es|
beginnings
of all things are small;” and
confessed and was forgiven,’ and both promand Jessie were appointed

+

try

that it arrested

unusual,-

so

an occurrence

beyond

great

F. W. Baptists had anything to do with the

—

Sadhoo. He remains a few weeks onlyin a
“ed a Christian book, for she was dissatisfied
place, and is careful, I was told, to take up
with her religion. Sister S. said to him, The expense of attending the larger Instituhis stand near some well-to-do native, who
“You know_ where the books are; choose tions is so great us to put their advantages,
can be easily cajoled by him and it is fairone for her.” He took ‘‘ The Destroyer of whatever they are, entirely out of the reach
ly presumable
that he leaves the place no Delusion.” Again he came and said, * The of many students whose needs are no less
poorer in worldly goods than when he] woman has read the book and says she be- ‘urgent, and whose desire for instruction is
eame,to say nothing

and,

how

garded as equivalent to the word

Dear sisters, in highly favored

lois. He is said to eat no rice, the comised to retain no hatred.
‘Line upon line”
mon food of the Hindus, but to live on po-/|
tatoes, fruit, milk, &.
No very great of Christian advice was given them, and the
whole school learned a new lesson that day.
hardship this, certainly.
Multitudes went

daily to see the’ wonderful

of food;

matter

It also often occurs that the moral at
mosphere of the large and wealthy College
is much worse than that of is more humble

house,in my house and out doors,all around.

no fault with her, and the fact that a native

a quarrel between the two:

limit, no

tions

it has ears, but can not hear, neither can it
walk.
But God is everywhere, in your

my own eyes how they Svere prospering.
You can not see them; if you could, you
would praise the Lord for what he is doing
for the daughters of Orissa. Maria is in
a plain but tidy little school-house, teaching
thirty girls, all the daughters of Hindus
and Brahmists, who pay her wages and all
the other expenses of the school. Fever being prevalent at the time of my visit, several pupils were at honie ill, but all who were
present behaved 4s well as girls in your
schools, and the progress they have made is
very commendable and gratifying. The
teacher conducted herself with. becoming
rdigrity combined with modesty. It is said
that when the inspector and other native
gentlemen visit her school, they can find

righteousness

each

as well

:
light the lamp. ~
The vext morning; immediately after
breakfast, I had occasion #0’ go to my room,
I found- Ned on the stairs just before me,
and as he passed on to ‘his chamber, 1 observed that he closed his door. This was

tion in Zion for the salvation of sinners, and

ly true of the costly buildings and decora-

virtue, is settling down into the minds even having announced that a College Charter
world, to meditate in solitude.
had recently been conferred upon a certain
From the branch of a large Mango tree,’ of Hindus, to remain permanently. And Institution, proceeded to extend to the new
to
what
can
they
attribute
this
fact
but
to
18 or 20 feet high, a rope is suspended,
member of the family the following cordial
which comes within about six feet of the Christianity ? 'Sthool No. 2 is taught by greeting :
,
Jessie,
and
is
in
an
airy
littie
room,
beautiground. The lower end of the rope is sup«¢
It
is
just
possible
that
a
majority
of inplied with two loops, sufficiently large to fully secluded by lovely trees, though it is telligent, thinking people, throughout the
A high
admit each a foot.
The devotees feet are thickly surrounded by houses.
country, are of the opinion that we are
placed in these two loops, while his head caste Brahmin, who is a poor but very in- plentifully provided with colleges already,
—— hangs dangling towards the earth. An at- fluential man, established this school and and need no additions to the number; and
tendant then pulls a cords attached midway watches over it with parental care. His what gress injustice it is to the’ colleges
to the rope, in a way to throw the fellow own broad shoulders bore bamboos .for worthy of the name, that colleges so called,
“back and forth, bringing his long, slender the frame-work of the house, and his own mushroom-formations, aping the methods
form nearly on a parallel with the branch of generous hands helped mix the mud and and characteristics of the genuine institnthe tree on whieh he swings.
A small fire build up the walls. ‘Here poor girls and a tions, should multiply on every side, and
smokes on the ground under the gallows, few poor widows dig in the mines of knowl- brazenly assert their ciaims ‘to popular fabuf the victim is cartied past it so rapidly edge for treasures their mothers and grand- vor. These educational impositions do so
that he scarcely feelsits warmth.
The Maga mothers never even dreamed there was a abound,” &c., &e.
|
:
has obtained a surprising control of his possibility of possessing. On the day of
This passage seems fairly to express a
limbs and muscles, and can perform various our visit, two learners were absent. ‘The sentiment, prevailing - somewhat widely
feats while swinging.
Dropping one foot founder of the school, who went with us, among those connected with, or interested
out of the loop, hé suspends his ‘whole’ asked sisterS. to inquire why they were in, the older colleges, concerning the.
weight on the other, while: -he well nigh absent, and then to request him to send for younger ‘and less wealthy institutions. Thel|
ties himself into 2 knot, and ‘at times has them. They soon came, and the cause of sentiment is wrong, unjust, cruel. It
the appearance of a child in a sitting po- their absence was investigated. There was seems to be founded partly in misappréhensition, or swinging

A man sitting at a table can only

a certain

8 or 10 years decitledly refused to go with

rising, saluting his | were in Balasore, and I wishedto see with

and

and | kissed

*“I might

-provided all necessary aid in Christ, and
‘There are not 80 many spots as there
offeved it freely, without money, when he
softly, and
" amount, variety, delicacy, or Costliness of comes to execute judgment, “will lay judg- were yesterday,” said the child
hey
the viands, it is all of little’ consequence to ment to the line and righteousness to the still keeping his face in his hands.
hear
to
delighted
am
'*1
1,
said
“Ah!”
ithe eater; and if he attempts to appropri- plummet.” By an exact rule which
lit. Did you remember what
I said ig you
ate too much, it proves injurious. So with revealed, he will execute juydgme
upon last night?
institutions of. learning.
[It®often happens those who obey not the gospel.
“ Yes,” said he, “I did.”
/
that a large part of their
ipments is
This was literally done to the Jewish na- “And did you ask God this morning to
\
merely ornamental, including, sometimes, tion, when God gave them into the ‘power help you:
“Yes,” was the reply, * and all alon
a part of their Professors. This is especial- of the Roman army. This will be again through the day, too, and there are not half’

Some one may ask

eome rigid and no longer obey the will,
while the nails of the hand are grown like
hen’Sclaws. He too now takes his place
with the Sadhoos, and is allowed free fare.

then rolling over

of colleges

if the parents of the children pay tuition ple 'observationthat the small colleges. do
fees. They do not, but perhaps they will send out many men of thorough culture,
when all the parents in "old Massachusetts - who show themselves efficient in their sevpay. The heathen do not pay for the preach- eral spheres, and maké their mark in the
ing they hear, (would that they were the world. The oldest and richest and most
only ones who do not help support the gos- aristocratic do no more, and sometimes not
pel) and we think it quite as important to so much.
Hence it is evident that the last.
instruct the women. and girls, as to preach
assumption named i unfounded.
/

tle, for something is better than nothing.”
The old mother-in-law

hopes had led me!

to teach that stone anything, as that child,»
I'exclaimed wearily to myself, as I rose to

universities, However great may be the simmers saved.
§
1
abundance of these things, they are of litBut there is another application of this
tle value to the student farther than he can text. God, having l4id an ample founda-

daughter and two nieces, and another black-

from some English tongue the oft-repeated
phrase, ‘* Anything is better thagmynothing,”

3
1
J
\
And so with
cabinets
| together,

appurtenances

eat a certaju amount

Month

daughter-in-law of the old carpenter, on his
the air, on iron hooks, hitched into the skin
promising to let as many of his neighbors’
of their backs! , This wretched work is which gave rather a golden hue to her com- daughters as wished to learn come in. This
now happily abolished by the government, plexion. There she sat, looking more the school bids fair to be one,of the best. Roger's
throughout British India, but scores of | picture of despair than .submission, and" joy glistens in his eyes and is exprgssed in
times have I witnessed the sight with my as thougli hands and feet were made for or- words, as well as gratitude can be expressHer brother joined
OWN eyes.
wv
-naments, not for use.
ed through those poor mediums.
I was
Look at that Surja-das,—servant of the us’ heartily in pleading that she might at glad to learn that Bro. Cooley’s old stutter‘sun,—as
he
gropes his way towards least be allowed to read a little, if not to ing blacksmith was going to send his only
For days, hé has stood or sat, gazing ata
tropical sun, until total blindness has ensued. Henceforth he commands respect as a
very Sadhoo saint.
i Look next at that Ur-dhaba-bhaja,or nian

other

others instructed.

she in herturn fmportuned me.

she should fail-to

and

use them,

were begging,

propagate the family with which she was
connected by marriage!
We found the
poor creature completely besmeared from
head to foot with oil and powdered Huldeah,

»
v
»
yf
undergraduate
course.2

peared,and in its place came a desire to have
importuned sister Smith for a

powers that be” in Oriya households, to abstain from all labor, both mental and phys-

ical, lest perddventure

1871.

‘in a very limited degree.
‘The small libra- | ed that the persistent and sincere effort to
| the carpenter,or cabinet-maker, you would | ries of thé humbler colleges usually contain serve Goa, shall, (notwithstanding it may
This man was in Bro. | many more hooks thab can be used with | be imperfect) be accepted througly faith in
| perhaps-eallthim,
Bacheler's employ when I eame to thé coun- | any advantage by the students during their | Christ Jesus,
So “Mercy and Woh are met

J. Panes,

Santipore, Aug. 24, 1871.

SS,

St

scholars, to develop the highest qualities in God is thoroughly furnished to every good
their pupils, than all the costly appurte- work.
‘When God sets a plumb-line in the
nances of the most aristocratic institu- midst of his people, it is this perfect rule,
| tions,
Fat
" [By this, he will discover how much of oar
| © The expensive libraries, apparatus, cabi- wdik is to be taken down and rebuilt, how
nets, &c.,of many of the old and rich in- ‘much utterly destroyed, and how much can
stitutions are not, -and can not be, made
be accepted.
.
practically available to the student except
In the fullness of his love, he has provid-

“ Now they do it to obtain a corruptible | They
crown; but we an incofruptable.”
do we more than others

“i

|.

The teacher has his own duty to perform,
independently of being prompted. to # by
the superintendent,

pro,

| It is a great privilege to work,
He ‘wdie—
| is prevented by sickness, or any other cause,
|

from 4 life’ of activity, is greatly to be pit-

ied.

i

If you sincerely desire to come into the

true

light,

go

leaves, reading
led aright.
1

to your

Bible and furn its

with a sincere
Ee

wish

to be
.

pm

-
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:|

Sildius.
£

er

she couldn't do it. She's’ a dear, loyin',
The great number of the trees in the for:
faithful soul; but ‘she’s pretty much of a est diverts attention from particular cases,
baby for all that,” >
: { but-an echo comes floating on the breeze at
The spintly woman knew all this, and a every fall, which, listened to with care,
deal more ; and she knew, or thought. will indicate - clearly the character “and
she koew, that she would be far more use- soundness of the tree, °
pe
ful in a wider
re. . But no wider sphere
‘Deatb’s echo comes, too, from the haman
opened before ‘them ; 80 she accepted the tree when it ‘falls, no less indicative of its

The Other World.

1t lies around us like a eloud,~

»

A world we do not see; + |
¥et the sweet closing of an eye
ay bringus there to be.

‘#3 gentle broozos fan our cheek,
Amid our worldly

cares ;

BA8VL,

—————————

There was Deacon B. © Half the ‘boys’ in
the village knew his prayer, and when he
got as fur as Jericho began to sit down,

He had repeated that prayer, without the |

yet

where

little could apparently be done, |

chuckled out to his mates.
give you a public reading.”

‘I'm going

Mr. Carr opened at the fifteenth

of St. Luke's Gospel, and

to

We have a gooll

chapter | tians

pointing to the

exception,of a few ¢ right- | that

of fire on

her garments.

She

had,

his comrades.

And

he

looked

forward to active

she was taking, and advised

and re-

“It's just like what you told

her ‘* to count

the cost.” She did it; and although all hér
plans were thwarted, and her early hopes
crossed, she never repented the step she
had taken. She had given her life to Christ,

him.”
“That's like us all!” said the voice, once

more interrupting ; “we areall beggars, and
might

be better than

we are!

Go on;

let's

hear what came of it!”
:
and if he chose to immure her in Eastwood |- And the young min went on, and as he
instead of serving. himself with her in the read his voice trembled :
.
city of her love, it was well with herin'the
“And when "hi came to himself he said:
‘end, although the discipline which brought How many hired servants of my father have
herto'say it was not joyous, but grievous. oread enough to spare, and I perish with
The humble
parsonage,
the miracle- hunger!
I will arise and go to my father.”
- working of economy, the precariousness
«At this point he fairly broke down and
and inefficiency of help, the many demands could read no more. All were impressed
and the little strength, were obstacles easi- and moved. The whole reality of the past
ly overcome; for she soon xesolved ‘that rose up to view; and, in the clear, story of
she would be happy and make her family | the Gospel, a ray of hope dawned upon him
s0,| Whatever might be her trials. But for his future.
His father—his father's
+ when she sacrificed cheerfully, toiled hard house—his mother too; and the Dlenty and
‘and' economized closely, it did pain her the love ever -hestowed upon him
there;
sensitive heartto know that some sisters: and the hired servants all having enough;
felt“ that ‘“she ought to board the two and then himself, his father’s son ; and his
school-teachers,

and

that

it

was

at

extravagance to keep a girl when there
were neither dairy
nor farm. hands to be
others,—were

thought

altogether

too nice

4 it worried

herto feel that she was

who

Christian

on

as a lady

of ease

and

leisure,

If she had taken everybody's advice she

" indeed.

have

béen a very

active

Christian

friend

ter, in his return to his heavenly Father.

Aunt Hepsy ‘Seamen, who, being

Death's Echoes. Zi

get up a society report, or write a letter
In a wild American forest were two axto go in a missionary box, once said to her :
trees. There were
“You ought to write. books; the minister's men engaged in felling
wifo at

Denton

does!

For

ome

of your

—

towering

pines, and

Oo

.

branching oaks,

and

leisure and talents, it's too bad not to lay up mammoth cypresses, and a host of other
something agin a rainy day,”—there were varieties. Some trees were large, some
only three babies in the
parsonage at this small, Some were already down, torn up

or for

the

:

Not
their,

labor, it

upon

a few

professors

Christian

habits

fashion.

They

of religion
after

the

wear

Oriental

can% quite consent to be

without them, but they don’t like to be
burdened by them, or to feel them touching at

too

many

points.

If

some

artists

instructions would be,

‘Make

were taking their measure for any of those

habits, their

and on.

They play fast and

They have

no idea of being

It is an Oriental robe,

They

are an element of weakness.

cases,

not

the hand, nor

stated,

asked

forgiveness.

forgive him.

The

confession,

church

great

take

it

at better advantage than op that “day when
the body undergoes least exertion and the

mind is free from oppressive care. Those
families that employ servants should con-

sider that not only the

master and mistress,

but also those who wait upon them, have
. 5 Pearl Street, Boston,
spiritual needs which can not be supplied if
the usual routine of service is-insisted upon. . SOLE MANUFACTURERSOF THE SHOE STUDS.
Moreover, a partial fast for tull-fed persons
is not only
utary in a physical point of]
view, but promotes the spiritual facilities,
and enables the soul to commune with

€od

Na

8

TROY BELLS.

|

with more readiness and fervency. Therefore, we urge light meals on Sunday, that
body and spirit may prosper togetheri—
Christian at Work.
:

OLD EST
ISHED TrOY BELL FOUNDRY.
TROY, N.Y
J(established 1852,)
a large assortment
of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, and other Bells
constantly on land, and made to order. Made of Gen-

uine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Rotary
Mountings, the best and most durable ever used.
ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. 8 Large
IMustrated Catalogues sgnt free on application to
JONES & CO,, Troy, N. Y., or, 149
Dearborn 8t.,
Chicago, 111.
1y21
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Living on a Promise.
»

A lady gives the following statement:

¢I

ROMANISM AS IT IS.

went, just before Christmas, to see a young

AGENTS

friend who, although surrounded by all the
luxuriés which wealth can give, was languishing with disease. As words were
said,

with

great

earnestness:

‘There

is

system from its origin

only one thing which I want; if I have that,

I shall care
that gift for
She said: ‘I
promise that

be ‘able to keep

to

|
What-nogv about the communion wine for |
the next day?
As the man was recovering, {

the doctor had given him a little liquor *‘ to
ease him down.” This so fired him up that |

he started off instantly to walk twelve miles |
to get more, but friends brought him back.

his promise,

workings which

under full

it; he

may

present time,

exposes

strongly tend to bring this

Romigh

original work.
FORD, CONN.

I shall

and

to the

immoralities,
its opposition to our public schools,
and civil and religious liberty, it shows its insidigus

get well. Oh, how I should live. -on. that|
promise! The: hours and ghe days would
pass so quickly, I should forget all my weariness and pain.’ I thought, dear girl, your
father may give‘you

FOR

its baseless pretences, its frauds, its persecutions,its

for nothing else.’ ‘What is
which you long? I inquired.
want my father‘to give me a
he will take me South ; then

1 shall escape the cold, and I know

WANTED

This Book, an ELEGANT OCTAVO
LUME, containing 750 pages, and 105 first-class Engravings,.
is an Exhaustive and Standard work, eminently
adapted to the times. It fully uncovers the Romish

spoken, of the beautiful gifts which devoted friends were expecting to make her, she

and

voted

"

so lone as worldly custom exists to

ach needs rest, and can at no time

fore the church last Saturday at its preparhumble

LS

draw Christians into temptation, The stont-

he fell into a drunken and profane carousal.
He came back drunk.
Friends rallied
around him.
He repented. -He came beatory service,’'made

the

The reasons for partaking “sparingly on
the Sabbath
of the delights of the table, are
obvious.enough, but should be repeatedly

Control.

CONN,

NO

An

entirely

MORE

WET

country

New

PUBLISHING

and

CO‘, HART~
13wss

FEET.

CABLE SCREW WIRE

not

AS

A FASTENING

FOR

BOOTS AND SHOES

be snatched

away by death, gr riches may take t6"themselves wings and fly away.
But you could Is rapidly and steadily superseding both Thread and
‘live on your father's promise;’ and how- Pegs. Besides furnishing the most darable, pliable
unwilling I am to live on the words of and economical boot’ ever offeredto the public, it
affords an article more neaarly
promise which my Father in heaven gives.
He whose word can not be broken, whose than ever “WATERPROOF
before made of the samme materials.
promise can not fail! Then came to mind ALL DEALERS SELL CABLE SCREW WIRED
GOODS.
PATENT sTAMP ON ALL.
the sweet words of Dr. Hamilton, written
Gwal(te)
;
many
years ago:-‘One single promise of
Jesus Christ, accredited in the heart, unites
the soul to God.
The graft has taken, and
the soul abides as a branch in the vine.’ ”

—

Independent Farmer,

A new, large, highly interesting and beautiful

Shall the church repeat the experimentin
|
:
presenting him alcoholie wine? The poor |
.
Jesus ‘Hears Me.
Illustrated
Magazine,
man before his fall, in resisting temptaof moral life. Edited by nien of experience and Yomi
———
3
tion, had refrained from taking the cup
mon sense. Every man, woman and child in city an
“I can’t make a very smooth prayer, but country should have it. Subscription. price only 50
at the Lord’s tablé. ‘ Can't you prepare
a year. Sent €or balance of this year to all
some raisin wine?” I said to the deacon. Jesus hears me,” were among the dying cents
ubscribing now.
words
of
a
dear
young
friend
of
mine,
who
:
ng
INDEPENDENT FARVER.
“ Why,” said he, “I like to have lost my
Philadelphia, Pa.
12w34
office some years ago for using raisin wine, last spring went home to heaven.. The
and the church voted to get thé purest wine eighteen years of his life, though obscured
possible. Such I have tried to get.” He by constant invalidism, had yet been very
went home, gathered all the grapes he had, bright and full of pleasure, When his last
CELEBRATED
and with them made just enough sweet sickness came, and his friends stood around CIRCULAR SAWS,
SAWS
wine to serve the one occasion. At the his bed with sad faces, his was serene and HAND SAWS,
almost
shining.
‘“
Why,
the
angels” are WOOD SAWS,
. |
communion table I had the pleasure, in anIf CROSS-CUT SAWS, [OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,
nouncing the confession and the vote of around me,” he said again and again.
the previous day, to state that the element you could see them as I do, you would be
Are Superior to all others.
3
to be used was thal prescribed by the Sav- glad too.”

WELCH & GRIFFITHS’

jour,

“the

fruit of the vine.”

*‘The weak

brother” partook, and was not. stumbled. .

. At Oak Park, on that same communign
day, the participants observed and after-

wards remarked that the wine was not of
that acrid, aleoholic taste formerly used,
but was evidently the sweet fruit of the
vine. Yet the deacon had always been
careful to buy of one certain honorable druggist, who got his wine from one man who
made it from grapes. Perhaps that was all
so; and even if so, the wine contained from

twenty to twenty-five per cent. of alcohol.
And this was so offensive to some of the
ladies, that they said they would prepare
some of their own and enough for the
year,

three

or four of them making éach a

ttle.
Now for the process. It was simply that
with which the ladies are so familiar in canning fruit. Take the juice of the grape,
putin a little loaf sugar; put it into bottles
or cans; seal it hermetically. - I have seen
cider, put. up in this way, a year old, as
‘sweet as when it- was

bottled.

Wine! will

keep as well. Any congregation can thus
repare enough of tie fruit for its own use.
esides those who have the drunkard’s
taste, and thosesto whom the alcoholic smart
is offensive, there are others who dread

the

the temptation of intoxicating wine.—4dvance.
i

Every

Two or three days before his death, some

one was talking to him about prayer--the
expression “gifted in prayer” being used.
looked up, and said the words with
which I have begun, “I can’t make a very
smooth prayer, but Jesus hearsme!”
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They need to lear from the Master that sureme word of command, “Gird up the
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oins” of your mind!” and, in obedience, to from
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Rev. A. L. Stone,
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question, * You are journeying, my friend,
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had thus providentially interpoged for

lame at the pen herself, was amazed at the
haste with which the minister's wife could

For running,

loins.

church,

re

would

lite.

must be gathered tip and girded

touching them only here and shere, open,
loose, and Rowing gl
.
Such members do not add strength to a

his deliverance.
Communications were
while she entertained all thé ministers, and made to his parents, which resulted in a
the
ioners who chose to visit her, long-lost and dearly-loved child returning
n
& noon, and night.
:
]
3 to the familiar pon 4 home; and, still betooked

indolent

in bondage to it.

+ That
day, that scene, proved the turning
point in that
young
prodigal's life. He
of the

fined,
It is’ unsuited to active motion, an
interdict upon strenuous endeavor.
It is
adapted only to the habits of a languid and

loose with it.

is sins, his poverty,
outcast condition,
his questionable mode of liying—all these
came climbing into the citadel of his mind,

the advice

climate, the drapery of the per-

They are off

resent state, his Sompanionship, his habits,

sought

In that

them as free and loose as you can. Don't
let them pinch; we want them roomy.
Let
them out a little more under the arms and
across the
back. The fewer points they
touch the better !”
There’s the habit of Bible-reading. It is
an essential part of a Christian’s’ wardrobe.
: They put it on, but. they wear ‘it loosely.
Both in the times and in the manner of read| ing, they are very loose. They make it a
| matter of convenience. Some times they
| read every day; then again, they do not
open the Word of God for days together.
It is an Oriental garment resting upon them
very lightly. There's the habit of closet
prayer. They have put that on. Ask‘them
if they pray iu secret. . ‘Oh, yes.” “How
{often ?” “Well, sometimes twice a day.”
“Not always that?” ‘No, perhaps not always.” “Sometimes omitted for several
days?
“We are so busy, that we have not
time for it on some days?” You see, they
wear this
habit loosely.
It is one
‘of their Oriental garments, made roomy
and easy, warranted not to
pinch. The
have put on the covenant of fel owship wil
a Christian church} fellowship in worship,
in prayer; and in work. But they are not
much constrained by this covenant. They
adjust it to their inclination and convenience. They wear it with a large liberty.

cared for,” It did chafe her spirit to know
that her tasteful garments,—she had no and faitly overcame him,

‘for a minister's wife, and that the example
* of wearing them was ruinous to the young

their garments.

| with the demands of propriety. Something
must be put on for decency’s sake, but the
| external robe is loose and flowing.
It
| rests as lightly as possible upon the shoul| ders, and floats away unbelted and uncon-

divided

me of yourself and father.”
:
munerating toil, and its ,perceptible fruits
The reader continued:
as her reward. She had expected to hear
“And when he had spent all, there arose
her husband's voice in the large assembly, a mighty famine in that land ; and he began
moving many souls heavenward, and had to be in want.”
.
expectedto give her life to the poor and
“Why; that's thee again, Jem!” said the
sinning in garret and cellar of the great voice—*‘go on!"
city, and to ‘rejoice over many penitents |. “And he went and joined himself to a
who should be her joy and crown im the citizen of that country; and he sent him infinal day. Her worthy friends who looked to his fields to feed swine. And he would
on her purpose as the throwing away ofa fain bave filled his belly with the husks that
bright young life, warned her of the step the swine did eat; and no man gave unto
however,

wear

son is as light and airy as is at all consistent

unto [
eous” who saved them from moral paraly- them his living.”
\
|
sis, were a dull, heavy, ‘log-trotting com- |
There was something in the voice of the
munity who wanted no impetus, and were | reader, as well'as in the strangeness of the
very jealousof ministers
‘or any one else | circumstances, that lulled all to silence;
who believed improvements possible there, | while an airof seriousness took possession
When the minister's wife pledged her-| of the youth, and still further comm:nded
self to the refined and scholarly man with | the rapt attention of the crowd.
|
fresh laurels from his Alma
Mater on his
He read on:
{
brow, she cheerfully bade farewell to luxu“And not many days after, the younger |
ry, and gave herself up to the work of son gathered all together, and took his
Christ,—not-a new work to her, for she had journey into a far country, and there wastwalked through the furnace of fashion and ed his substance in riotous living.”
vain pleasure, and come forth without the
“That's thee, Jem!” ejaculated ‘one of

smell

falleth to me.

Oriental Chris-

in our churches; that is, members
| who,wear their Christianity. as the people

eleventh verse, requested the young man to { of the East
commence reading at that verse.
| oppressive

“Now, Jem, speak up!” said one of the
because the people were full and wanted | party, ‘‘and earn your shilling like a man.”
nothing. There was no great, new field |
And Jem took the book and read :
to strike into with Christian zeal and hope ; |
“And he said, AX certain man had two
but old ground worked over and over, the | sons; and the’ younger of them said to his
very stones of which seemed satisfied. The | tather, Father, give me the portion of goods
people, with the

many

id, in many

of labor on the day of rest. ~ But how

| wise they wopld have failed: She ordered moment of time.”
!
Todi
turn it which way, or how, or when you
Its ge
voices whisper love,
her house and trained her little ones in a
From the trembling lips of the Emperor might, it was sure to come out,
A
e with our prayers,
way to make her family happy and to Severus death echoes back, ‘I have seen
en there was Mr. A’s prayer, which
Sweet hearts aromind ns throb and beat,
please God. » She welcomed scores of wea- all Sings and all things are of little value.” was so full of beautiful and striking
uota-Bweet hel,
bands are stirred,
risome good people, and made their oft-reThe
last words of Julian the Apostate tions that strangers were apt to be affected
And
e vell between
peated
visits
pleasant;
and
over
all
her
werg,
** O Galilean ! thou hast conquered.” n it. In fact, it was a perfect
mosaic, but,
With
breathings almost heard.
trials and weariness she gloried in the fact
The dying words of Cardinyl
Beaufort like the fresco in the ceiling, it remained
And in the hush’of rest they bring,
that Christ counted her worthy
to do any are not less impressive,—*‘Is there no brib- in statu wi It was neyer intended for
Sasy now to see
work in his kingdom; and rejoiced more ing Seat pr
;
.
any but
human ears, and
was simply
a
_ How lovely and how sweet a pads
oyer the conversion of one soul on that
enry [I. exclaimed
with his expiring pretty piece spoken with the eyes closed.
The hour of death may be.
sterile soil than many do over scores
- breath, *‘O ghanie! shame I am a conquer¢ Machines,” did yon say? Yes, praying
To ose iy oye; and sions the ear,
ed in from sunnier and more fruitful fields. ed king! A conquered king!! Cursed
be machines.
‘
trance 0
—Christian Banner.’
:
the Sa on which I was born, and cursed be
‘“ But is public prayer a subject for critiAnd geatly aid in Joving Arms,
a
the children I leave behind me.”
’
csim PM?
To swoon to that—from this ;—
. Sad, sad echoes these, but how vividly , Public prayer is,but prayer is not,for
in one
Searee knowing if we wake or sleep,
w
The Prodigal Restored’
they portray the character of the life!
sense prayer is never public,inasmuch as itis
Bearce as
where we are,
¥
/
a
—
Net all death’s echoes are indicative of directed and given to the Lord. Prayér
+Fo feel all ¢
sink away,
~All sorrow and all care.
Some years ago,’ sojourning at a much digappoiatment, sorrow, and sadness,
that goes up from a sincere heart and out
en Lady Jane Grey was led to the of unfeigned lips, much as it may
grate on
frequented English watering-place, I met
Sweet souls around us watch us still,
Press n
r to our side ;
with an earnest Christian tradesman of the scaffold, and the angel of death spread his our sensitive souls on account. of its unInto our
thoughts, into our prayers,
town. Although his occupation was not in dark pall over her, and the fatal Enife was grammatical forms, is all straitened out
With gentle helpings-glide.
ing head from the when it reaches the ears-of our Heavenly
selling books, vet he had, in a prominent ahout to sever the
lace in his ghop window, an assortment of unthinking body, the echo sound was calm Father. There is no peculiar merit in bad
‘Let death between us be as naught,—
# A dried and vanished stream;
Anything but maibles, with an illuminated card containing and trustful,—*Lqrd, into thy hands I com- grammar, however.
Our joy be the reality,
gan
| chine work.
this announcement, ‘Luther's sword sold mit my spirit.”
Our suffering life the dream.
»
The celebrated Dr. Watts's last words
It is with a
great deal of hesitation that
here!” With one of these *‘swords” that
,
—Mrs. H. B, Stowe.
I venture to intimate that it is currently . reL
pao
Christian soldier, Mr. Carr, fought and won were equally encouraging,—*I thank God
that I can lie down with comfort at night, ported thaf there are some printing ma. the following battle.
The Minister's Wife.
solicitous whether I awake in chines—mathings into which, if a sermotr
A band of young men, with hands and not, being
‘ of Davibs, Robertson, Alexander, or ‘some
faces blackened, and dressed in very gro- this world or another.”
There are many saints whose names have tesque costumes, arranged themselves
A dying daughter, leaning on the bosom other great, good, but defunct man, be
bea fair place in thg book of life who make fore this gentleman's door one. day for an of her earthly father, looking up, ¢onfiding- thrown. will grind out somewhat the worse
very little stir in the world. They seem exhibition of their peculiar performances. ly said, ‘Blessed Jesus, is there not one for the milling,
but still very recognizable.
to the careless “observer to move on very These
— Interior.
people used to be called ‘Ethiopian white robe left for me?"
swimmingly over the sea of life, neither Serenaders!”
A poor blind Hindoo boy, who experiAfter they had sung. some
doing nor enduring enough to give them a comic
melodies, with the .peculiar gest- encing a sense of pardoned sin, and getting - Weak Brothers and Wine.
right
to the name of saints.
But there is ures and grimaces of the party, a tall and a foretaste of the joys of the redeemed,
a sacrifice keener far than that. involved in interesting young man, who had the look of | said, ‘‘Tell the.missionary the blind sees.
These are unadorned facts. They conhard labor, coarse and scanty fare, or even | one who was beneath his proper station,
I glory in Christ! I glory!”
:
in outward persecution ; it’ is that ordeal stepped up to the door, tambourine in hand,
Sunday school teachers and Sunday school cern a question that it is most ungenerous,
through which a‘delicate and refined spirit to ask for dropping pennies of the people. scholars, let us ask ourselves what will be not to say unchristian, to treat as of no
passes in yielding ap taste, aswell as ease Mr. Carr, taking one of the Bibles out of death’s echoes when he feels for our heartconsequence: Dr. Roy writes concerning a
- and comfort, for the good of others.
strings.
We
may answer by
watching
his window, aildressed the youth:
certain ‘‘ weak brother :”
i
The minister's wite, at Eastwood, was |
‘See here, young man,
| will give vou a. well the echoes of our lives.—8. S. WorkHe had been addicted to drunkenness.
a, heroine
whose
record
at last
will | shilling, and this book besides, if you will | man.
3
A few months ago ‘he was: hopefully conshine ns bright and pure as that of any fead a portion of it to your comrades there,
verted and received into the church. But
woman who ever crossed the sea with the in the hearing of the by-standers,”
Religion as a Costume.
recently, under temptation,away from home,
light of life to those who sit in darkness; |
“Here's a shilling for an easy job!" he
perhaps few of them ever made more real |
sacrifice for the heathen than she made for
the dull, immovable, and
unappreciative |
people of that remote New EnZland town, |
where there seemed everything to be done |
in the wayof refining and elevating, and |
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foot, nor the brain, but that one upon whose
action all these depend for constant aour- is the only 1 work extant which satisfies this want. It
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whether at home or abroad, that machine relieved of its usual cares by the suspension
slightest variation so ofteny that he could
say it and do almost anything else at the,
same time, even sleep'a little. It made no
difference to him ‘whether the season was

thankless yoke and toiled ‘on, striving to soundness. '
:
make herself all things to all men, She,
Queen Elizabeth, Singing fo earth and
like a strong
helper, held up - the heart and ening the approach of death, piteousthe hands of the man of God, when other- ‘ly exclaimed, ‘All my possessions for a never had but one prayer put into .it, and
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The resolutions were passed

vote and a hearty good will,

The third 'rec-

that our ministry give greater

| prominence to this

Chairman

of the Committee

said

* The Conference was called to order by
the Moderator.” Prayer was offered by Rev.
G. H. Hubbard, of Wisconsin,
al
HOME MISSIONS,
Rev. C. B. Mills, Chairman of the Committee on Home Missions, presented a report in its behalf. The report opens with a
statement in regard to the condition and
prospects. of our Home Mission work. It
recognizes the fact that there is more Home
Mission work done among us than is generally supposed. While the missionary spirit |

movements

not always calculated

to reach |

day traveling

The report was adopted.
.

)

THE CHICAGO CONFLAGRATION.

swell the
$10,000.

't

discouragement.

The

encourages

ference,

and stated that, while the

brethren

in

our

organizations, in a sense, as mission-

expresses

the joy and

satisfaction

now opening to us in the south and southwest shall be neglected,
The report expresses the opinion that
our parent Home Mission Society should be
permitted to exercise a more thorough supervision over all our missionary operations,
and give more efficient direction to them.
All other organizations should be auxiliary
to this le
Vig Measures should also
be taken to’ bring the claims of Home Mis-

the Free Christian Baptists, of New

Revs. A.

Valley

and at Cairo

and

that the

vicinity,

should stimulate us to increased. efforts in
these important fields of labor. The fifth
urges the Ex. Committee of the Home Mission Society to employ a Corresponding
Secretary

who shall

with

:

relief.

age

ons mapner in which the people of Hills-

but one

school

among the Freedmen, viz., Storer Normal
School, at Harper's Ferry, West Va., and
grea} field must in the end depend upon the

laborers who shall be raised up among these

people, therefore,
:
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this
Conference that our Home Mission Board

deeply inspired us:

_ 2. That the very able, impartial and eminently considerate manner in which Hon.

ther. Home Mission Society :—President,—
Rev. Silas Curtis; Vice Presidents,—Revs.
F. W. Straight, J. Mariner, J. S. Manning,

ence, entitle him to our increased esteem
and affection, and that we heartily tender

and Rev. E. Knowlton

Treasurer,—Rev.

passing, over their roads, and for the very
gentle manly and courteous treatment we

have received from their officers and employés.
:
4
. 4. That our thanks are extended to those

of our’brethren who were active in-securing
reduction of fare on the various Railréads.

a

special Committee to which the subject was

referred, reported a series of resolutions
relating to this institution.® The first and
second resolutions express his in its
“financial management. The
{third com-

5. Thatthis session of our &eneral Confer-

Rev.

ence has contributed
very .largely to
strengthen our affection and, esteem for
each other, to inspire us with greater courage and zeal in the Master's work commit-

of our brethrenin raising funds to’ ligui-

ted to oyr hands and to excite anew'the glorious hope of meeting each other after the

mends

the enterprise and its agent,

D. Powell, to the confidence and liberality

Board appropriate two hundred dollars at
once to relieve the present necessities of the
The

fourth

recommends

the

union of said Institution with the proposed
College in southern Ohioto be established

by the mugificent gift of Bro. and Sister Atwood. The fifth appoints Revs, I. Z. Han-

hg, R, Dunn and, T, H. Drike a commit- I thank you for the co-dpeération and assisttee to fix the termsof the union and con-. tanee you have afforded ‘me. During the
summate the same. After a brief and per; last twenty-five years, I have attended all
tinent address

rreseyt necessities of the Institution, the

have never in all these gatherings witnessresolutions were adopted, and the Home ed the Christian harmony and fellowship
Mission Board subsequently appropriated which has been manifested here. May
two hundred dollars for the relief of the In- God bless you and return you safely to
W509,

:

OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH.
Rev..J. F. Tufts, Chairman of the Com-

~

your homes.
Rev. R. Dunn said: As our church ‘here

has no pastor, I took the responsibility
the Conference to this place;
nm¥tee on the Observanceof the Sabbath, of welcoming
and
now
1
will
say a few farewell words
preamble,
a
presented a brief report. After
in
behalf
of
the
people
of Hillsdale.’ As'I
recognizing
the divipe brigin and sancof the Sabbath, and calling atten- said before, we could.not extend to you so

10 the fact that there are, influencesat

work calculated to secularize the

over
shromoral
w ita: and
‘er asa

diinstr
y ument
religious

report contained

ons: The frst wi

Editor.

The

country

returns

its board-

entered on with-

resolves

to

rebuild

Chicago

in ten

ness and crime now.

:

All this is natural, is well. “Itisa part of
God's plan that the fuller life and the read-

ier energy should come after the summer
respite and with the autumn air, “And

ow i

hearty a welcome as we would have been
gladto do,in consequence of sickness in
many of our families and the session of our

County Fair;

but we have enjoyed your

he looks for increased

in

the

churches.

force

The

and

The Lord's call is for workers.
no place for idlers; no

pengable to save them from disaster and fail-

blessing

subjected to a severe strain.
If the republicans enter upon hasty, extreme and vio-

lent ineasures, the orderly and

preacher

-

them:

conserva-

The British Throne.
The continugd ill health'of

Queen

this is

the

pears no cure, and.from which reiief is look-

It is a somewhat ‘novel theory, that, as fa-

ed for only in the grave.
Here a brave
hope is expressed that she will soon be her-

cilities multiply in connection with a college,
the more doubtful are the advantages which

self again, and able

it offers, —since its funds are likely to be mis-_

to

act

the

for

quite frank,

Sovereign

and

the

probable

fate of the | stupid and

monarchy when the scepter falls from her |
hand is the suliject of anxious speculation. |
Mr. Tilton will have it that she is constant- |
ly holding intercourse with departed spir- |
its,

like

her

American

namesake,

Woodhull; and that what
her good fortune and

less ‘so

for

every

ig her

Mrs.

wisdom,

her joy, is set

bereavements and private griefs

down

self-seeking, and

its, students

etf,

enterprise, general or local, which is intent

on doing something, and believes it can be done, in spite of difficulties and hard work ;
nor appreciation of the humble

beginnings

out of which most of what is fioble has

sprung; and out of which most of what is yet
to be noble must still spring. We are ahxious that our resourges may be discreetly

used; that the noble and brave hearts
among us may not use up their bravery in .

disappointing projects; that heroic _effort
may not be wastedin beating thé air, That
is what we “dread, and would if possible
avoid. It may be that'our logic is faulty,
our faith dim-visioned, our fear groundless.
We shall be glad to find the facts convicting

Trusting that both these things are so, we
shall. hail with jubilant heart and voice
path,
every new step it takes in the upward

and readily risk the mischief (hope by
additions to its funds, its buildings, its ap-

paratus, its library, and its Faculty.

Is not this debated college question really

by

discussed

understood and sufficiently

this time? Will not the problem be more
satisfactorily solved by the results of toHorow than by the syllogisms of to-day ?

Public Worship.

|
|
|

and

Christ

authorized

given

to

to re-

keep
the

it

Chris-

spire and ennoble the students that resort to

are moral and accountable beings, made
to worship God,without which those powers
would dwindle and we should suffer a fearful loss. These powers are to be resuscitated by the worship of God, and the Sabbath
was given us for this very purpose,.that we
might remember God and his day to keep it
holy in his service. ‘“The Sabbath is made
for man,” to satisfy a demand, not only in

r

.

.

mate inference ;for the hostile criticism of the

paper is directed against the strong and well
endowed institutions, while ‘the panegyric
is reserved for the institutions of subordinate
aim and limited facilities. Making all allowance for the intense earnestness which
naturally accompanies self-defense, we can
not help thinking that Bro. Colegrove has
rather overdone the thing in his plea that

have call-

the only ground

trouble.

the defendant may

be allowed to change

lege is ang

They think of what

isto

lar at home.

its wealth and mag-

nificence., The
specification, as Bro. C:
puts it, begs
the question. We prize the
work

done

in

giving

what

secondary education.”

he calls ‘‘the

We have arged that

this work be .nndertaken wherever

a fair prospect of success.

there is

We only object-

edagainst the general attempt

to try and

make real colleges of these lower schools,

of their

where the demand was not imperative, and

follow.

where

The Prince of Wales is thoroughly unpopu-

most

His style of life is a constant

failure,—partial

sure to follow.

or

total,—was

al-

And if a real collage

was not sought and expected, we objected

scandal. He lacks brain; he has no apparent capacity for managing. public af-

throned King.. The very thought hiffailiates
and half maddens

them.

change; and the nearer

Christian.

prudent and modest men might well decline

They dread the
and

more

to'éndorse the policy concerned in founding
and naming it. It is just as well to con-

inevita-

sent to pass for what

are; we are pretty

sure to pass for just about this, sooner or
later, whether we consent or

his subjects. by his self-complacent und heedless ignorance, and scandalizes them by

|

.

of rest

would satisfy the demand.

But we

his physical and mental natures, but also in
his moral ; and asa wise provision of God,
it should be carefully and faithfully observed as a day of rest and of worship.
Notwithstanding the provision, the demands of our natures and the commands
of God, there

are “multitudes

do

not

and on

one

who

not.

the time, and that periodically

given dav, 10 #acred rest from

business

cares and
bodily toil, and for Jeligions worship and instruction, is the most precious
heritage from the past, and the most practically useful custom of civilized and Christian society . Itis because the Sabbath is
made for man that he should observe it in a
Christian sense. It alone has power to arrest the cares and toils of whole ‘countries
and cities. It is the great alterative of life.

It probably

does more for the health and

stitution.

Tt is an oasis in the desert of la-

sanity

of the community than

any other in-

bor, to be looked forward to and enjoyed in
advance all the busy week, It allows the

over-driven to gather themselves up and
take a new departure. It brings families

together for their only continuous intercourse—the children from school, the young

men from their stores and desks, the fathers
from their all-absorbing effices, and it does

it in the name and under the sanction of re-

ligion.

What a blesssing, on any

grounds,

is this pause beneath God's eye,
this universal recognition of a higher business than

that of the mart or the field or the shop!

A

day to think of God, and duty, and
immortality; to be reminded of death
and judgment ; to hear Christ's Word expounded ; to search the Scriptures; to pass
some time in the secret closet of devotion;

to join the multitude, and go up to the
house of God in company with kindred and
neighbors !
ow, shall we

iit
be

able

to

preserve

the

We are a little surprised at this sensibiiity on the part of our brethren. No dispar-

Sunday, even for purposes of rest, if we
abandon'itas a day of public worship
and .

agement of their work has been hinted

who have ceased to think of it as a holy day

at.

Their interest and effort in behalf of a true

instruction ? ‘We see

how the foreigners

tend'to make it a holiday.

iDUA

[Christian education are their glory and our

his open and pitiable vices.
It is mot joy. They may be right in supposing that ~ S1ORIES OF THE GREAT FIRE. Tt will bea
strange that they bewail the end of the it is wise for us, at the present time, to at- long time before the tales ofterror connectQueen when it gives them the beginning of tempt the buildingof half a’ dozén new eol: “ed with
the great conflagrations in’ the west
the Prince,
Ehime
leges,—when ‘the standard is going upward “will eeiiSe to Heo~ told with tremulous lips or
Besides, the anti-monarchical party in every year,—when the competitions induc- to be listened to with’ throbing hearts and
England, which has been growing rapidly ‘ed by the public school system and the work white faces. We have received several
in both strength and numbers "during the of the wealthier denominations constantly such partial personal narratives, some from
last decade, will’ be likely to hail the gain in intensity,—whet failures-ean‘not be ‘our own subscribers who shared the horrors
Queen's death or final retirement as a sig- hid a cornér nor;-fail to beget. 'serions of that. terrible night in Chicago. * We do
nal for a general rally and a determined distrust,—when weakness is becoming not pring them, not’ because they are with-"
fight. for republicanism.
They number a’ more , serious impelichment in. the ott ' Infarstcr we ae without sympathy ;
'

-

even of the

| tian Sabbath when he said, “The Sabbath is
| made for man,and not man for the Sabbath,”
| no one need doubt in regard to its design, as
a day of rest and of worship. _ Man's moral
| and physieal nature demand it. One day
| in seven is required to resuscitate our powers
of body and of mind. If this were all, the idea

liverance from the evils bf abounding outward

ble it geems, the, more do their hearts cry
it appears. The braced nerves and soul are out against it. - Far better,—as they think
braced that they may take new burdens and and feel,—a pure woman, even though imenter into real toil. The Sabbath school patient in the couneil room and extravaclass, which has been dropped, may now gant in the indulgence of her private griefs
be taken up again.
The deserted prayer- in society, than a stupid king who shames

0

of culture,

go out unquickened and inefficient. If this
be really so, then it would seem that West
Va. College is fortunate in-being pressed
with poverty, in having a déarth of build1 ngs and facilities, in being chiefly occupied
with ‘the secondary education,” as well as
especially blessed in having the consecrated
|| and magnetic service of teachers who in-

prosperity ? That would seem to be a legiti-

a

LL

fresh

The poor may be sought out and helped,
The neglected children may be brought to
‘the Sabbath school and ‘the sanctuary: The
sick may be visited and solaced with God’s
‘promises and a Christian’s prayer. The
neglecters of the sanctuary and of God may
have the gospel preached to them at. their

appreciation

“‘secondary” sort; mor appreciation of the

to | holy,

it. Ought it not to be grateful under the
burdens which press upon it,—to protest
against large donations, and to pray for de-

ural that they should accept the evidences
that the end of her'rule approaches with an
unfeigned Sorrow and a burdensome anxi-

should

meeting maybe fittingly found and filled
and made fervent.
The neglected Bible
may be reopened. The closet may be visited oftener andon mare definite errands.

i

It is not that wey,

ed out and kept alive no littlegchivalric and places with the plantiff.
have self-respeet enough tobe foun d regugenerous ‘sympathy.
Being a woman, “~The method adopted in arguing against larly in the house of worship. He who
there has been almost nothing in her rule our position might have been more prudoes not fear God nor regard
man has not a |
that offended the Englishman’s idea of per- dently chosen. No such things were aévery elevated opinion of himself. But he
sonal liberty and preregotive ; being a good sumed as are alleged in his first three speci- who really has respect
for his physical, inwoman, she has invested the monarchieal fications. The fourth specificitfon is incortellectual and moral well being, respects
idea with something of the sanctity which rectly made. To urge thafa college, in orand honors God, and of course has an_inattaches to her pwn person.
Few men, der to a good reputation and a living
though they be earnest republicans, will patronage, must hasten to secure the facili- terest in his worship sufficient to induce
strike fiercely at a throne when they must ties which are needful for the performance him to be found regularly in his house.
:
hit a real woman wm.orderto reach it. They of proper college work, is not the same The Liberal Christian says :
On
the
grounds
of
experiénce
and
reason
quietly tolerate royalty rather than strip a thing as saying that the real value of a colalone, the setting apart of bne. seventh of

and larger and truer work.

It is not

,

do we speak ?

ghite as well as at any time since her hus- applied, its libraries and apparatus to beSince the command was
band’s death; thén the talk of a regency is | come useless lumber,its Professors to become | member the Sabbaths day

His pungen-

time

lack

feftion were purely one of the body and change of verdict. Whether it is so meant or
need occasion no alarm ; then it is spoken not, one would very naturally infer from the
of as though the mind were "losing its tone | article that the colleges which have the smalland balance, and fairly and finally giving est right to life and public confidence are
way. To-day it is rheumatism ; to-morrow | those which have become firmly established,
it is a dogged stubbornness and defiance. | which are amply endowed,
well supplied with
Now it isa severe physical pain that calls buildings, libraries,” apparatus, available
for sympathy and medical skill ; then it is a funds,Professors, &c. ; and so these features,
strange hallucination that stirs surprise, hu- wherever they appear, may well beget dismiliation and shame, for which there aptrust and call out severe criticism.

cy should cut through all false. shields and

For him

Why

Va. College fills out the ideal of the young- .
On our second page will be found an ar- er institution of learning which he has held
ticle in which the writer not only seeks an up for our admiration, we are confident
arrest of judgment in the matter of multi- that Providence will take care that it has a
plying. colleges, but appeals also for a future and wields a victorious power.

Victo-

Sometimes it would seem as though the af-

His heart should be on fire with true zeal.
His words should have life. His prayers

fru.

the doubt,

us ;—we doubt very much whether such logic or criticism as we print this week will
make us a convert to the theory in whose
v
5
behalf they appear.
If Bro. Colegrove is photographing his
| its threshold to the sphere of private life.
own spirit when he describes the teacher in
| the *‘secondary” school, we are sure that he
The Plea of the Colleges.
will in no wise lose his reward; if West

ria is becoming a source of serious anxiety
to her subjects. The reports of her condition are somewhat guarded and equivocal.

speak with fresh power and truer unction.

should lift his congregation.

We most seriously doubt it;—so seriously

tive elements that prevail in England may
take alarm and bring ina reaction after
fierce struggles that hegt passions and draw

He has
for

ure,—and when out other interests wait im-

Itis coming to look like a sham ; patiently for our educational necessities to

no promise for them till they repent and do blood.
But if prods counsels prevail,
works meet for repentance.
He has long and patience is blended with the contests
called for their toil.
“He calls again. He of knowledge, and faith with the logic of
asks for it to-day; not for the. promise of votes, the days of monarchy in England are,
it on some distant to-motrow.
In giving likely to be few. That Englishmen should
the added strength and the added facilities dread such a revolution is natural enough;
of the autumn, he puts more earnestness that they should
protest and struggle
into.the call.
He puts a larger promise against it is to be expected; that it should
behind it,too.
Labor may tell now as it bring temporary disturbances and local
could not always tell heretofore,—as it may disasters «is perhaps inevitable; but the
not always tell hergafter. It ig not simplya quiet establishment of free government in
sacred duty to work now; it is a priceless that land would mark the highest political
privilege. We are laborers together with achievement of the century, and most fitGod.
Our laboris notin vain when we | tingly supplement the honored rule of the
thus co-work. Let every Christian rise and | present Sovereign.
Monarchy could neventer upon true, earnest, practical work in er end there more creditably than to put off
this, God's appointed time, and life - shall | its pretensions at the "grave of Victoria;
spring up‘ where death seemed, to have | Republicanism could hardly find a better
sway, the joy of she Lord will be our | veason for taking up its abode at Buckingstrength, and the days of our stupor and ham Palace, than is ford in the fact that it
would finally ‘dismiss’ such a Prince from
our mourning will be ended.

efficiency

He should bring weightier messages to his
people. The deeper truths that have been
missed should be found and used now.

4

.

that is almost

the help which they can not much longer
it, it will represent a double sham instead forego. They may believe, we say, that
of a single one, and their ‘patience will be, now is the time to rear these new
colleges.

indolence,
The first hears
from hima
blessed¢* Well done,” and a sure promise

genuine queen of her vestments and tear
the
crown from her temples.
It is theremost of all is it his plan that this increased
fore
natural
that
Englishmen
should
use
vigor of body and brain, of affection and
will, of high impulse and brqad faith, be the formmla,—* God save the Queen,”—
usedin the sphere of spiritual effort, Now | with a reverent - sincerity ; it is equally nat-

three brief resolu- presence exceedingly. We have indeed
homes, . Christ may be: commended to
to the ffet thab the | {ot
honoredto present the noble hashody 2en | those
who ave met in the ordinary inter
men, of which this Conference’

Geners). Confererico earnestly ap éAls.

the touch.

our General Corferencesisave one, and I The fresh energy is meant for use wherever

by Rev. D. Powell on the

stitution,

hich

i

earnestness

agonizing for large and speedy additions to

“It is beginning to seem like their funds, facilities and . forves, as indis-

to the use of a name which almost surely
misleads the public at first: and then reacts
toils and trials of life are
ended, in that cheating pretenses.’ He should lead his fairs; his tastes are low; his associations mischievously upon the institution, Our,
land where our fellowship will be complete church like a captain. His example should make honorable men blush; his lack of al- critic assumes that its proper to call a
hon- mere academy a college, and thus begs the
and our happiness perfect.
rebuke and stimulate the unfaithful,
His most every quality which Englishmen
While the adoption of these resolutions gervice should break away from all sem- or begets a, feeling which ‘falls but little question. We . object to it, both 'on the
wag-pending, the Moderator said: =~
| blance of routine..’
His ‘methods should short of contempt. = The people are pro- ‘ground of usage andof the highest expediHe is a terrible ency.. The exceptions to this usage do inBrethren, I can not but feel grateful to have no hint of ruts. Now, if not before foundly ashamed of him.
God that he has enabled me $0 preside over now, he should put a fullness of meaming “burdento them while he is a. powerless deed sometimes appear, but one might hesithis Conference. I undertook these duties into his toil, and follow every task withthe Prince; they can hardly help asking what it tate to copy them.. Whitestown, N. Y., had
with extreme reluctance, as you well know. watching that can be content only with will be when they are forced to bear him as a a nominal University some years since ; but

date the indebtedness of the Institution,
and recommends that the Home Mission

Institution.

1871.

years seems less like presumption.
The
very season is a tonic. Indolence and faintheartedness appear little .
weak-

8. That the thanks of this Conference are

E. W. Page, L.W. Anthony and C. H. Latham.—At a meeting of the Home Mission
Society the above named officers were stibse. 1 quently chosen.
;
"WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
of

has performed the

extended to the Grand Trunk, Pennsylvania Central, Fort Wayne, Jackson and Saginaw Railroads for the accommodations
they have given members of Conference

“J. 8. Burgess, O. D. Patch, J. A. Lowell,

Chairman

DAY,

8,

out misgiving. Bridging East River does
not now seem so great a job.
It is not
hard to foresee the speedy completion of
the Northern Pacific railroad.
The pluck

him,and the other officers of this Copference
who have so ably assisted him, our sincere
thanks.
oi

J. 8. Burgess; Auditor,—L.R. Burlingame ;
Ex.
Committee,—I.
D:. Stewart, A. H.
Chase, L. B. Tasker, D. L. Rice, S. Curtis,

Mouiton,

T.

as impracticable, are now

arduous duties of Moderator of this Confer-

E. W. Porter and Dr G. Holmes ; Recording Secretary,—Rev .I. D. Stewart ; Corres-

Rev. ®*A. K.

NOVEMBER

of the

by her skeptical and fogyish counselors as
a madness without method and a folly without redeeming features.
Precisely what
less capricious and dainty. There has been the whole truth is we can not say; but that
an addition to life, and now the reeuperated she is seriously suffering in some way, and
energies are dedicated to an ampler .serv- { that her stay upon the throne, as the representative of a ruling monarchy in Engice. ** More work ” is the watchwdrd.
The season is favorable. The fierce sum- land, is in danger of being very brief, is
:
mer heats are over. One does not pant as quite evident.
Her death or her retirement may well
when the mercury was up among the nineties. The air is crisp and bracing. — The render the English people uneasy, as they
She has won
blood leaps along the veins.
The energies contemplate it in advance,
seem to have been coiled as fora spring. the nation’s esteem by her womanly qualiOne dares more than he did.
Hope rises. ties; her domestic excellences have strong-_
Courage expands. - Faith is greater than ly appealed to the heart of a people among
it was.
Great projects, dismissed in July whom the home signifies so much; and her

0

should see that an efficient corps ofteachers
is kept in this school.
The Committee on Home Missions made
the following nominations for officers of

Secretary and

Thus closed the Twenty-first

ers sing at their tasks, instead of sighing.

dale have welcomed us to their homes and
hospitality, will ever be cherished as among
our most pleasant memories, and will
greatly add to the Christian esteem and affection with which they have heretofore so

since the permanency of our work in this

ponding

one

The Lord

The,day’s activity is greater and more efficient. The night's sleep is sounder, sweeter and more refreshing.
The appetite ‘is

EXERCISES.

‘Whereas, We lave left undér our patron-

the following, which
iy

denomination

is

The vacations are over.
Tourists and
strollers are back to the spheres of toil.
The watering-places are deserted.
The
tents on the beach are struck and folded
and missing.
The steamers come back
crowded with men and women who have
run over the old world for recreation and

Mor-

Rev. C. B. Mills, Chairman of the Committeeon closing Regolutions, presented
the following :
‘
" Resolved, 1. That the kind and gener-

Rev. N. C. Brackett, from the same Com-

as a

*‘ There

The Time for Work.

and directing our |
Cor. Messenger to the former and R. Dunn
Oy
{
| to the latter.
The report was adopted.
CLOSING

mittee, then offered
was adopted :

said:

a3 All commumeations designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c., should be addressed to the Publisher.
»
- Se

The report was adopted, as a whole, with-

ont discussion.

to

Iv isa time for work.

me to do

LL

alists, of Ohio, and the Christians, of Michigan, and appoint
Rev. D. M.- Graham

devote his whole time

to_grganizing, unifying
denominational work..

pledged

ers to their homes - in the town and city.
ion Baptists of whatever name to make’ The merchant goes regularly to his countthemselves more fully acquainted with us, ing room; the ‘teacheris ‘in his chair; the
and co-operate with us in disseminating pastor reopens the parsonage and appears
liberal Baptist sentiments, and,if agreeable again in the pulpit, and the interrupted
to thgm, to unite with us on spch terms as toil goes on as before the season of vacaveral.bodies of General Baptists, and tions approached.
The faces of those who thus come back
rs that have already united with us,
They are less carehe fourth expresses our reciprocation of suggest added life.
the kind and fraternal feelings of our Gen- worn and pale. The sun and” wind have
eral Baptist brethren in England.
The tinted them. The blood comigs more freely
fifth expresses satisfaction on the part of to the surface. The muscles are less flaccid
the Conference at receiving a letter from and the hands have a firmer grip. The step
is more elastic.
The voice has a cheerier
Rev. C. H. Malcom, of Newport,R. I. The
Work seems
sixth and seventh Tesolutions reciprocate ring and a fuller volume.
Toil
the fraternal greetings of the Congregation- less a hardship and more a pastime.

“large measure of success which’ has attended
our Home Mission operations in the Shenandoah

and

GEORGE

rell and G. H. Ball Corresponding Messengers to the General Eldership of the Church

followed. The first resolution expresses
devout gratitude to God for the Home Mission spirit which has been awakened among
us. The second extends thanks to those
who have labored in this cause. The third
urges our ministers and membership to
prosecute more vigorously thiggreat work.
the opifiot

rose

WEDNESDAY,

sions to the attention of every member of of God. The third extends-an invitation to
the denomination. A series of resolutions the various branches of the Free Commun-

fourth expresses

and

The Morning Star.

Bruns-

H.

raised

Freewill Baptists of North Ameriea.

wiek, and extends to him and his people our
cordial greetings and sympathies, and our
prayers for their prosperity. The second
appoints Rev. O. B. Cheney Corresponding
Messenger to the Free Christian Baptists
of New Brunswick, and

at this session,

Session df the General Conference of thé

which the Conference welcomes Rev. J.
McLeod as Corresponding Messenger from

izations, that the great and important fields

was

motion wis carriéd, and Rev. E. Knowlton

the Conference were deep and earnest.
:
CORRESPONDENCE.
Rev. A.D. Williams, Chairman of the
Committee on Correspondence, reported a
series of resolutions in its behalf. The first’

ary organizations; and suggests that «ll our
denominational machinery be so harmonized and unified that it may be operated more
vigorously. " The present danger seems to
-be that our contributions and efforts may be
so confined”to the limits of our present organ-

objects

sum

led in prayer.

erator, Rev..A, K. Moulton offered prayer,
to which the responses of the members of

the policy of considering all our denomina-

It

more motion to make at this. Conference.
I move that we now adjourn, and that we
join with the Moderator in prayer.” The

requested the prayers of the Conference in
as occasions of | their behalf, and at the’réqnest of the Mod-

report

duties.

Rev. 1D. Stewart, Secretary of the Con-

Rev. R. Dunn made some statements re-

an expensive bauble rather than the fit symbol of a’ needful idea.
At rings hollow at

ing citizens.

with an intense

that we dare not withhold the expression of

their

in which

ed for the Western Freedmen’s Mission, and
the sums raised for Foreign Missions, the
Cleveland interest and other objects, must

on their way to their homes.

only proper prayer for a Christian disciple,

public esteem,~when our. two colleges,—
—Bates and Hillsdale,—ar® crying out

of success ; the second catches only the rebuke,—‘*
Why stand ye here all the day
idle ?" and may dread the fate awaiting the
unprofitable servant.

performed

manner

pledged from various sources to the College. The seventeen hundred dollars rais-

of the Conference would-Carry out the spirit
of these resolutions in abstaining from Sun-

many earnest men. Not a little of ¢he solid thought of Great Britain moves in the
direction of representative government.
The throne signifies less and less to reflect-

be partially relieved, so that they may have

efficient

Rev. Dr. Graham said. that $8,000 had been

the subject, and hoped that the members

course of life. The home may be blessed
by a better Christian example,—a sweeter,
devouter, tenderer and more Christ-like
‘spirit, . . -Tlregpitiable plea,—* I pray thee
‘have me excused,"—may give place to the

vineyard is watching every. professed ser- and Englishmen are somewhat impatient of
vant. He takes note of both fidelity and ‘shams.
And when the Prince occupies

and

to become one of vital importance.
Rev. G. W. Bean took the same view

.
of

S, 1871. -

Committee of arrangéments, for the ‘very

raised for various

tions have failed to accomplish their objects

be considered

a rising

enthusiastically voted. In response to the
inquir{ of ‘some one in regard to the money

under other circumganizations should be regarded as evidenstances, be glad to welcome the delegates
tes of the growth of the missionary spirit | of the ConfereficeNto that city, hé advised
among us, and valuabie waymarks of progthat none should visit them at the present
ress. The fact that some of these organiza- time. The brethren of our church there
not

by

~~

such would be the case in time to eome,
He believed that the subject was destined

the greatest measure of success, these ors} church there would,

The

-

—* Lord, what wilt thou have

they had

among our people has manifested itself in| specting the extent of the conflagration in
efforts not always wise, and in organizing |
Chicago, thé sufferings it had occasioned,

tional

A

Rev. G. T. Day thought that the thanks
of the Conference should be extended to the
courteous

that no resolutionsshad previously come be~
fore the Conference at this session relating
to this subject, but he did not believe that

AFTERNOON.

“should

noe

May God's blessingtie with you, brethren,
until we meet in that great Conference
above.
Se

the repeal of existing laws relating to the

we sympathize with the suffering in that
. city, we esteem it a privilege that we have
been
permitted to mingle our contributions
ose of the citizens of Hillsdale in aid
with
of those sufferers.
\
.
The Conference then adjourned, with

"

‘ope

composed, to the people of this community

! the denomination to stand. by the doctrine upon the sacredness and sanctity of the
80 combining his providences, that we have Sabbath.
The second expresses opposition
been permitted to hold this meeting in quiet- tp voting for men for office who advocate
(Contmued

' ference, we recognize
the
. ness and
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Words do | so that the festival is to be observed on the | ar wo wond, who voluntarily

for a month ata time t6 live in thé hospital |
same day in the various states. This is fit-is || turn
but very pastial justice to such # scene and | ting.
|
to nurse the children of the poor.
The old New Englad cnstom
experience as that.
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Week

exalt into | Chicago that :he “would
one that: a Christian
.
; nation should
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BULLOCK.

Gov

offov at week The President ofits ssto
no!

Sensis Vosomes acting in

on

going

struggle

there among the public men, aware of the
measures that are frequently resorted to in

e churches will
Cleveland mission is in

seat him without aay proper trial, so that
the state might be put into ‘the hands of sacred fund.
.the rebel element. "His resignation was
meant as a check

upon these

traitors.

true, and says he shall

return

and

We dare not touch it for current

demand

a thorough trial as soon as possible. The
state of things there is bad enough, the Ku-

land avenue, Cleveland, O., or to Rev. 8. Curtis,

Klux

and Bqptist Union.

«are

still

active,

and

the

political

P.S. The Gen.
Cleveland Q. M.
and build. Who
ing the first F. W.
Ohio? Why not

‘that the rascality may be properly disciplinod, wherever it maybe found.

The

LAKE.
The sen-

Lake City seems to be complete.

Conf; the H. M. Board and
encourage us to collect funds
will contribute towards buildBaptist church in any city in
imitate our Master and the

successive incumbents to one church,

pondent

enemies. But their pious talk sounds a
good deal like the boy's whistling in the

An

indictment has

been

which he has defied begins to come home
10 him and his followers as a real, stubborn fact.
The mayor, convicted of an

The Gov-

bail for the sake of good order.

ernment seems to be acting with equal firmness and discretion, and its work is likely to

be thorough and wholesome.
THE NEW YORK FRAUDS.
Some progress has been made during the
week in laying bare the enormous frauds of
Tammany ; but to unearth this wickedness
and ‘bring the criminals to justice . proves a

Others, in different places,

But the war stopped this work.

of $30,000 obtained, the means might not have
been ready to send the consecrated volunteers.

immense resources, stepped in with abundant means
and determined to .completé the Wort
They re-

Jonas

other

Virginians

With men

are

also

Clark,

Sor

fhe:

Richard

perform Episcopal duties during the coming win—

:

ter.

and the thoy-

ry the state, even the politics of the me-

tropolis are likely to undergo many changes
for the better. Whoever succeeds in cleans
ing those Augean stables will win the
gratitude of the country and add to men's
faith in justice.
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this time, to find any real

ravels the plot,
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clew
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* public mind impatient.
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up to

which

un-

makes the

A réward of $3.000

is offered for the, discovery and arrest of

the murderer, and the detectives aare very
busy; but all theories seem thus far at’|
3 tault and all effort is baffled.
The tragedy
is one that stirs ‘ the public mind to its

depths, and suggests the violent passions
that constantly walk incarnate in our most

public thoroughfares,
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THE NATIONAL THANKSGIVING.
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«An impression had gone abroad that the
President was about

;
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the meeting was interesting and profitable. ‘The
community testified their interest by a large attendance ot all the yreetings. The church there
is quite prosperous under the labors of their

Next session

young pastor, Rev, E. M, Corey.

With

This period is celebrated in accordance

the

words found in Leviticus xxix. 24: “Speak unto
the "children of Israel, saying: In the seventh

public
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for the Home Mission.
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ing Friday, Nov. 24th, at 2 P. M. ‘A full delegation from the several churches is expected, and
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“the little girl, her eyes
surprise.

opened

©

es
Born

To-Day.

‘

:

| out very well.”

.

1)

WHAT MANNA SAYS

Though hing calm Sh

much, do you P?

. *‘Oh, do tell me, please, mamma ; [ want
Bessie’s mother took no notice of the last

prevail,

part of her speech, but went on :

Guard her, thou great All-gocing.
hel

Just fashioned by the Graces;

O Father, grant that they may fall
For aye in pleasant places!
The ‘violet eyes @’en now have ciuught

"The light and shadows flitting ;
Already on the throne of Thought
Bright Intellect is sitting.
[4

We read to-day chapter the first,
Beginning life’s sweet story ;

And joy that viewless wings have burst
The swaddling bands of glory;

J

** Well, you must tell me

And while wp kiss the dainty mouth,

The next

We sing with hearts o’erflowing,

earthly

Bessie

in safety,

from the other side
screech,

had

When

of the

which

pearly

she

nearly

an

can’t tell you half the interesting families

un-

made.

her

I wonder what

1 bain’t seen my bootiful mamma
Since ever so lon’ ado;
Ar’ I ain¥ her tunnin’est baby

"No longer. for Blidget said so.

| to let the scholars play teasing tricks upon |
{ each other.
5
y
4
When recess came, the little boys and
|
| girls took down their luncheon-baskets before going out to play; but Caspar wan-

My ma’s dot anoder new baby ;

| dered about the room with his hands in

of

)

Dod dived it—He did—yes’erday,

Av it kies, it kies, ol’ so drefful!
I wis’ He would tate it away.

pockets,

I wan't my dood mamma; I do;
I want her to tiss me, an’ tiss me,

your

| another

hovYs

day;

Aw tall m€ her p’écious Lulu!

lunch

quick,

When

A ’ittle dood titten some day,—
Here’s nurse wid my mamma’s new baby;
I wis’ ¥'e would tate it away.

thirty
)

so I'm ready

| Bessie,

Che Family Circle.

leaning

motion, and thought

I didn’t

over

she

her

meant

So, running

sandwich

street ?”
Sl
i
“Why, Caspar lives in that brown house,

. dear, Tam sure;

and

really

J

scream

stop

tell him that it ‘ was unkind,

= He

unhappy,

if any’ one

:

us Ss ple ag Eo Shey ae

said

Bessie,

quite of-

you'd

take ’em

Of course

eagerly. “Ihave
and truly.” . °

must

near

the

:

like a—a— anna-

ty -creature must feed on dew.
it;—he is very greedy; snaps

Far from
up every-

into his mouth.
\ There are many varieties of this droll
family, all sizes, from a tiny atom of a jellydrop,to the size of a marble, up to those
nearly as large as an umbrella. Many of

take it,” Bessie said,

looking arms having down under this blue and

too.

Part of the way to and from

Brown, who keeps house

afraid

sie was a little
hildren, and when
f the brook, all
‘over. But, just as

behind the rest of the
she came to the edge
the others had érossed
she was going to follow

with no way of getting
at this very minute,
turn round, saw poor
came running toward

across.
‘Caspar
Bessie's.
her. It.

fully as if they had always been

sees very
that Mrs.

for them, does

not take the care of them, . she

might,

and

is anything but kind to them. ‘Since he

-

WAS
small, he has run wild about the
streets, with hardly any one to teach him

* w any good." Strong boys do not know

:

i

from fear: Ly they

stop

rea
is lly
very cruel sporti”.

.“ Lam sorry for Caspar now, mamma;

the best of

All the other ‘children had gone,
so they walked along together, neither
speaking for a minute or two; buf at last

Caspar said,—

many tiny mouths, all down the edges of

its arms,
smallest

and

of course

creatures,

out a microscope.

it must eat the

that one can’t see with-

When he is disturbed

he can shut his umbrella, and sink.

“ Do you wish to know: what will make

"Why,

IN

will anything, mamma ?" asked

auntie,

rE

IN ., ith a Ju

men

.

ure an

lustrated with
from origi

ticeable than the-quintity,

ou

Same Publishers, &o.

Their issues in this

department have a standing throughout
country. These last products will eommand the
attention

rn

a map

w

Messrs. Lee & She pard make a
specialty of juVienile books, and‘the quality is scarcely less no-

bY

OF THE

Pembroke Fetridge, e
Guide-Book to Europe and

and patronage. ~Oliver

of

and Upward series is
volume is equal to any
Kellogg bas ‘struck a
tion, andl he is working

graphers.
: Har%er & Brothnalers,photo
1831. 12mo, pp.New B16.YorkSoi)
by
A. Williams & Co.

Mr. Fetridge dogg not aim to give us the ’
final
statement

and estimate of that. strange movement which was the disgrace of mode
rn civilization and the horror of the world, know
n as the

long been

Optie’s

Onward

one of his best, and this
of its nredocessors,~Mr.,
new vein in this producit to good advantage, It

heralds Bignificanf successors, which
will be very

welcome and have no lack of popularity.
—It js
quite enough for us to announce another addition -

to the B. O. W. C. series by DeMille,
to set the
eyes of the boys flashing, and bring
out eager

hand-clapping

from

the girls,in anticipation of

“ u real jolly time” over his kindling pages
—

The two beautiful Children's Albums,
one for
Sunday and one for week days, are
among the

ing and with singularly
He was a resi ent of Paris at.

| the time, and he had

please»

most

Requainted with

beautiful

things of their class that have

been sent out from any Publishing
wee ones would almest never tire

- | What was peculiar iver spirit and life,

mere rhetorical ambition, and

know

I'm

:

rather ugly

What did make,
Bessie was

to

you

of her bag,

thought,

She

did not

k

said to herself they should

not

never |

maybe—my

could

mother

:

sometimes.

say:

much like anything, but it gradually grows

One may perhaps

Kate looked ashgmed.

auntie,”

she

said.”

“I

don’t

pretty things.”

'

Auntie ‘kissed

deserve

ages, and wonder whether the author 1i&§ assum-

m y

wr =

her, and she went

play with a bright
Children's Hour.

face

and

of life close at hand, and knows by experie
nce
as well as by observation sgmething of
the barSens which J Jays lyon souls,
Her Slory of The
strong natures, the work of degradation and
the
unspeakuble grief which the cup carries into
the
domestic circle, the support ‘given to the
tried
and feeble spirit by the grace of God and
a life of
active beneficence ,~these are things
which find
clear and striking illustrations ir the
story that
her latest volume brings us, Ttis worthy
of the
House sending it forth, and that is
high praise.

it.—

A Boy to 01d Men.
Ican

—

not

pick up .a newspaper

and conservative; heis reverent as well as dog-

without

* Advice to Boys" stares me in the Jace,

matic; he writes in a plain, strong pulpit
style;
he gives more space to the “ improvement”
Old men write it, I s'pose.
than
Nobody else
to
the
exposition of his various topics, and has
is capable of giving advice to boys,of course
put the generally accepted views of the
church,
not! They know all about us, they
do,’ upon the personage with: whom he deals, intg as
‘cause they have been there. Advice isa definite and effective a form
of statement per-

good thing to have, no doubt, and no family

should

be without

haps as any predecessor,

it, but a fellow don't

want to be crammed

So

STORIESOF VINEGAR HILL.

By

the authordof

** Ellen (Montgomery’s Book-shelf,”

abox.

Illustrated,”

Spring Work.

en Thorns,

without Root.

6 vols. in

1. Old Church

3. Fowls of the

5. An

hundred

Door.

Air.

2.

.4. Gold

fold,

6.

Plants

Same Publishers, &ec. 16mo.

The Messrs. Carter have
en uniformly and
long disunguished for the high moral tone of

their publications, even their abounding juve,

.

THE POETICAL, WORKS OF ALFRED TENNYSON,
Fost

the exclusion of all other diet.
Now, old men need advice occasionally,
but in looking through the newspapers. I

don’t see that they get it.

strong than it ought to be, and a steady aim
at
simplicity will help the author in her next
at.
tempt, and improve the quality of her work.

niles. Latterly they are comingto the very front
in respect to the beauty and excellence of their
mechanical work. These last issues blend the
Pareto,
Com Tete padiion,
Boston :
ames
R.,
two features admirably, feasting the eye and stimsgood
Yy
A
.
0,
N
.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Ld
ulating the spirit. They will find a fitting place
* The special merits of this edition of Tenny- in the Sunday
school muds family circle,
80n are found

with it all the time to

I would write a little

.

ed the role of the philosopher, the Seer
of the
interpreter of Scripture.
In fact it is .this last GRANDFATHER'S FAITH.
By Julin A. Mathews, author of the ** Golden Ladder Series,
mentioned function with which he. is proféss
”
edly
&e.
New York: Robert Carter”& Brothers.
busy ; though. on account of the -meagerness
of
1872. 16mo. pp. 288.. Sold by D. Lothrop &
the information and the fewness: of the
:
Co,
hints to
be found in the Bible, he deals largely
in logic, .JESSIE'S PARROT.
By Joanna
H, Mathews,
criticism, homily and exhortation.
His views
author
of the “ Bessie Books,” &c.
Same’
are what would be generally deemed orthodo
Publishers, &e. 1872. 16mo. pp. 245.
x

to her

kept

smile at the subject of this

book, and be reminded of the themes which
so
largely occupied the schoolmen of the
middle

“1 was not good,

just thought

in

its completeness, convenience

and cheapness. The type and paper are good,
the flexible covers make it a handy volume for

““ advice to old men,”

———

STIMULANTS AND NARCOTICS. Medically, philmyself, if I a not presuming too much,—
the
SioRhically
morally considered. By George
as Aunt Chloe says,—and I presume I am. sold pocket, and the very low price at which it is
M.
Beard, M.
D. New York: G. P, Putnam :
will enable almost any one desiring it to be+ In the first place, you old chaps ought to come
Sons. 1871. Pamphlet. pp. 164.
the possessor of all that has made ‘the Tepe do not know anything papticularly of Dr.
get over telling how much smarter boys utation of perhaps the
most widely popular sing- Beard beyond
What this book reveals. Judgin
were when you~were boys than boys are er of his generation.
Sly
| the authorby his work, we should say that he gis
;
now, You believe. it yourself, of ‘course,
i
—_
a pretty widely read physician, a great collector

’cause you've told it so many times, but we
We have a notion

How

that |

are boys, pretty ‘much, —except some

are girls,—the

world over, and one

pn

of alleged

By Edward Everett

der in which all the elements are choice and
sa-

vory,~is reprinted. from one of our magazi
nes,
and
well illustrates the versatile brain and
the
diversified sympathies of one of our most
popular and bard working writers, _ There
is a deal
of pleasant reading here; not 3 little quiet:
re-

goiit and half a dozen different kinds of

proof, some effective warning, and an
ample supply of wholesome suggestion and needed
advice

saying,— * I would

‘to the young, al given in such form that few
cin
find any grou
for compla
ndint or any apology for

I were 3 boy again.” I would he were, too.

facts and

expressed

opinions,a self-

reliant expounder of physiology on the basis of

empiricism, a man who prides himself upon

be-

ing neither a theorizer nora: radical, and who

escribe them,~making a sort of literary
chow-.

ertion to any alarming extent,
Only let you tell it, and yon could out-run,

rheumatism, is always

10 Do 11.

Boston : Jaines R. Osgood & Co. 1871. Hale.
16mo. pp.
269. Bold by E. J. Lane & Co.
This series of papers, whose charucter is
such

at searcely any single term would adequately

eration of them don'tlie oyer another gen

till it looks like a pile of live plates.
living
begin
with a
a little

awhile in that shape, the upper plates
to wriggle and twist, and finally
mighty jerk it eomes off; and there's
star-shaped creature, that after a

plute

soon

like its mother.

gets

uneasy,

obey your children,” but I would suggest HYMNS OF PRAYER AND PRAISE.
i A 8.

to fathers that they
casionally

most

on

interested

give us a hearing

matters in which

party.

The next:

and thus they all

said—you

“to)answer.

babies,

Out of one egg will grow a crea-

Bat |

and

It is fixed to
can’t get around; but lives

the

rock,

and

dies, a beautiful feathery or plant-like

animal. But strangest, of all, its babies are
like their grandmother:

we are the :

Don’t make us go

and don’t try to make preachers of us when

* Well, Lknow why, if you don’t. It's floating bladder a foot long, of transparent
because you'rea jolly, good-natured little crystal agd blue. On top stands a sail, or

& Co. 1871, Square

New York:

16mo. pp.

This smaller and more readily handled

collec

tion of hymns aid music has been chiefly com.
piled from * Hymns

of the Church,”~the very

full and excellent collection

for Congregational

. | use in public worship which is published By the
we much prefer to run a saw-mill.
After giving us boys sage advice about same House, and which we ¢ mended _at the
time of its first issue, It is meant especially
for
our

conduet

and how to behave,

you old

social and family worship, and is’ thoroughly ex-

men ought to be. careful how you get to cellent.

felating

your boyish scrapes to each other,

“A Chinese convert. being asked, * Who

is the children’s friend 2” replied: ¢¢ Their
parents are their friends, their teachers are

their friends, God the Father is their

friend,

and the Holy ‘Spirit too, "but I think
Jesus Christ is their best friend.”
as |:
-

.. One of the family: is quite as famous
the Portuguese man-of-war. It looks like a

Barnes

oc-

After and slide down hill when we want to skate,

* I ture that looks like a plant.

see"—and then she got very red in the
face, for she was too kind-hearted; to tell

did not know what else
Caspar spoke instead :

a seeming triumph
of God's 4
hority leads in a carnival of
satan,
Mr. Fetridge has rendered a valuable
service in
the prompt and careful preparatio
n of this volume, which is sure to find immed
iate readers
and to have a’place among works:of
reference on

‘‘But as she walked along she saw some-

and laughing over them, ‘before we get out
you, anyway #
finally separate.
i
i
:
of ear-short.—Golden Hours.
her confused at this quesBi
Another of the family has still odder |

before she

and the phiit- | This author always writes vigorously and
with
| a purpose. She has evidently seen several sides

0sophic

be | senti
(ii ments
“SHYand brutal
Femselves
again
and again;
Seymoyurs
passio
will disappo
touch the
ns clasp
Sys that
hands grand
shin
as if | ordinar
sort,
y many
of vio
intment
erush
they were natural allies; and

Another of the family, the Medusd, has a ouf-jump, out-wrestle, and out any-thing elge
mouth big enough to make up for his cous- of the rising generation of to-day when you
in’s little. ones. He is ornamented with a were a boy. Grandfather, who has got the

* You were good to give me your lunch
to-day, Bessie. What made you doit? I| while’ grows

e him very ‘him about her talk with her mother, and

you like him, Bessie?"

—

SUNDAY

editio n.

val-®

A

.

L

ALBUM. By the au, thor of “ A
to catch
Sunbeam,” &o.
With upwards of one hundreda and
fifty illus“ ations. Third

would expect to overwhelm any antagonist with
an avalanche of quotations, whom he could not

throw ina direct mental wrestling match,

He

has crammed an immense amount of information between these covers, most of which is valuable, though more or less of it amounts to ttle

in the way of furnishing sound and plain prin-

ciples for conduct,
and helps to unsettle® rather

than decide the question, whether the usugl
narcotics and stimulants are or are not to be used
by
men and women according to their private
judg-

ment.
If the book really proves
Fortunately,
or aims to
There's a fanny “thing, T want to tell you JE I couldp’t- beat him *running; “snd” flop refusing to stags oF failing to learn.
Mr,
prove
Hale
anything definite, it seems to be, that the
him
on his back, side holt, I don't want a does everything in bids dwg
happened to about these eggs, when they are hatched
way, and does noth- doctrines underlying the
Total Abstinence moveing indifferently,
plight, and into babies. Most babies, you know, are cent:
©, LY
:
x
yr
ment are unproved and Jbrobably unprova
ble.
I wouldn’ go so far as to say, ** Parents,
did. not take like their mothers; that is, a cat's baby is a
——
The author seems to be now arguingin favor
pr.
of

rls ‘are frightened, or how tion, and twisted and untwisted the handle

id, T sure
dm
most of them would

a

how

l AY es

violet umbrella. This oddity has a great boys. can’t see it.
boys

lay

school

but'she

You

thing that comps in his way, and stuffs it

had all I want, really
.

to be
His father is hardly ever friends.

lit
of tle
him; and I am

’

THE RISE AND FALL

a little sory | 200d judgment.

said, Katie, to your Christmas gifts P

her mother continued :
¥
to gput back the little bridge, though little cat, and» cow’s baby is a little cow.
_ “Caspar's mother died when he was quite | lon
he got pretty wéll splashed in doing so ;
But d Medusa’s baby isn't a little Medusa.
a little child, and I don’t think he can re. member her at all. She was a good wom- and then he helped Bessie across |as care- Not by any means.
First, it looks not

an, and would have, taught Caspar

1 tell you

hungry, and that was a great deal. They
had bread and milk and potatoes. And she
spent one bright penny—all she could spare
to get a stick of mint candy for Patty.

the milk went to his stonrach 3

that he breathes through his skin.

SK

Bessie hung her head and was silent, and

shall

gift for her little girl.

|. would naturally think such a delicate, dain-

through a field, and through - this field ran

:

gentle and kind,
at hom
youe,
know, and so he

money that approaches in real

ue this set of staydard Histories.

histori: of the future will alike need
of herself, though she shivered with
cold, | and prize. The scenes pass before
us in rapid
She was not going to have turkey
or roast
succession as if a living panorama were
in mobeef, pullding of pie, for. dinner, next
day,
tion; Sue pole and Rie pitintie A8pocty of
human

sur-

he could see just where it went. And thus
he found out, that his structure was most
beautiful ; and though he had no bones, he
had 8 many organs if he was full of bones.
A very odd thing about him too, is

¢ I don’t want your poor little pear,” said
he, looking thoroughly ashamed.
¢ I'm
sorty, but I thought you were only trying
:
;
to bother a fellow.”
‘“ Oh, but you

When they ride

fringe. At some seaséns the mother Meduthem, a naughty, rude boy, on the other sa is‘also adorned with gay festoons of ‘tiny
side, pulled away the plank, and left her’ eggs of the loveliest coldrs.
:

“you won't dislike

THE Cl

skill. We know of nothing in the same: iné and
and
for the samo

leaving Patty: alone a gréat deal.

and as the naturalist could see through him,

a brook. This brook, was just too wide to
step or jump over, but a plank was laid¥
across it, wich the children usedas a
this particular afternoon, Besbridge. On

“No, he is very cruel,” said Bessie; decidedly. * His eyes are so big and black,
and he snaps them hard at me, and—and—
.
sometimes I almost hate him.”

dear,

Kate silod

funniest dose that jelly-fich ever took.

should

I think he

would stop.”

done ina way that shows both pains

-

desk,

hot.

‘Boo!

If you

other boys.

360.

the text, and the whole work has been

L]

House.
The
He ene
weighing | ea littl ; oir] Wimed Patt+ liv
either of the
3
|
it
her
|
Joyed
unugi
time,
g) Sacili
fairly |
.
for obtaining infor
eg
x
@
any
ved with
n, pictures or stories which have been prepared
he € | and he has a patient tiey
gia
and persevering spiritmatio
7 | mother
when | with such an admirable
in a basement
room-—one
rezard to the wants of
room, | laboring to find the real truth
anyt
A hing- but | Kati
yr... e—in. a large City.
mingling
with con. those who are beginning
:
They
were
jeting
fo fine amusement in
very
2
|
flicti
ng
accou
nts,
i
wl
Ie writes in a plain
on
g ex- the products of
poor, and the mother had to go out
style,
the peneil and the pen.
to work, | hibiting no

jumping and screaming, I am pretty sure
Caspar looked for a moment, with long- them are.shaped like
anumbrella, with a
Caspar will stop teasing; and really, Bes-.
ing eyes, on the sandwich, which seemed
beautiful fringe hanging from the edges.
.- #ie, it is too foolish for a little girl as old uy’
very much nicer than the stale scrips with But this fringe,
howevendodély it may look,
nothing at all.”
You are, to be so afraid of
which Mrs. Brown usually favored him, isn’t safe
to touch, for it is armed with
“ O dear !” cried Bessie, almost’in tears. then
he shook his head, and turned to go thousands of needles,
and stings dreadfully.
‘ Hyon could only be a little girl again for away; but
Bessie was too quick for him. In fact the pretty creatures have
another
about five mihutes, mamma, and have a She
suddenly raised the sandwich to his
name, not so nice as jelly-fishes, and that is
big, horrid boy spring out at you"—
lips, and he had to put up
"
“ Ythink if I were that litfle girl,” in- {it from falling, THen one hand to keep sea-nettle,
she put the pear “One of them," distingui
terrupted her mother, ¢‘ I should walk
shed by.the name
into his other hand, and rian away as fast of RhiZos
toma,is as large as a big parasol.
straight along, and try not to mind. him.
as she could, rather frightened at what she It is white,
with violet and blue border. It
Caspar isn’t a bad boy at all, only misdone, to tell Be trush, but rather glad has no fringe, but has eight innocent
had
chievous, like many
doesn’t wish to make you

head,

mw

thing white on the payement. She stooped
which the stude
These soft, transparent little fellows are and picked up a piece of’ clay pipe—only a for his facts nt of the future will draw freely
and illustrations.
Ihe numerous
not very easily examined.
There really piece, Katie! You don’t know how pleased portraits of the prominent actors in that fear
seems to be hothing of them but a lump of she was. Home she went witha cheerful ful drama, though rough and inferior speci
mens
Jeily, and naturalists couldn't make much heart, and when the little girl was in bed of lithography, add not a little to the interest of ‘BELLE LovEL, By T: R. Y. Author of ** Emily
| Douglas,” &:. New York: Anson D. F.
out of them, tiil one of them happened to and fast asleep, she slipped into her stock- the volume. It is issued ina style worthy of the
dolph. 1871. 16mo. pp. 342. Sold by D. Ranenter
Lothprisi
ng
House
from
which it comes,
ing the candy and the broken pipe. Very
rop & Co.
think of an experiment to try.
Belle
early
Lovel
Patty awoke, and fairly screamed for
is a good hook,as all Mr. RanHe could easily find a mouth—indeed, I
LECTURES ON SATAN. By Rey ._Thaddefis Me- | dolph’s books are sure to be. The lessons of
don’t suppose there's a creature in the sea, joy when she found them.
Rae, pastor of Presbyterian church, Me Vey“For hours of that day she blew bubbles,
or out of it, hasn’t tha
useful organ. Well,
town, Pa. Boston: Gonld
& Lincoln. 1871. as a whole, are true léssons, forcible and wih
16mo. pp. 173.
happy
as a bird. What would she have
into this mouth he forced some milk. The
:
impressed. The style is less direct, pithy and

to tease

mul.”
*
2
Cagpar dropped the fruit as if it had been

jumps

did he ?”

‘too,”

politely, and not snatch

x

€ Well, don’t scream, then.

wax

little jelly-fishes.

desk,
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THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBE
actual

zil. Thiit>will be the drop of bitter in some folks’
"A special from Washington says that itis as0
serted on the authority of Senator Pool that Pres. | cup of tea,
ident Grant has expressed a determination to |

and one. minister.

Hundreds

cape arrest.
Intense
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Legislature

for aquatic life, and can use both simultaneously.

excitement is said to prevail at Win"
of
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nuggets,

and

quartz

13,000

bathers in it during the past year.

have

few

figs this year.
.
The Tribune prints a statement relative to the

their risks.
:
a
The public records of Chicago were

by the fire, but three complete sets of * abstracts
of titles,” covering every foot of real estate in the
city, were preserved by leading. real estate
agents, so that the dreaded confusion of titles

will be avoided.
:
Six cadets were dismissed from the West Point
Military Academy on the 24th ult., for hazing.
Their names will not be given to the public.

Great efforts are being made to have the Annapolis dismissals restored, but success in their case

is‘impossible.
,
It is alleged that: Alderman Holden of Chicago

. has appro
funds

to his own use $15,000 from the

e

$0 him as treasurer

nicipal relief committee.

of the mu-

‘

Thirty-three vessels.of
the Arctic whaling fleet
were crushed by icebergs or abandoned, in order
to save the lives of the crews.
Two hundred English Mormons arrived Friday and left for Utah.
-

The

liquor

FOREIGN.
business of

France is reported to

employ $850,000,000 of capital.
France, after losing Alsace

and

Lorraine, con-

tains 185,000,000 of acres, of which 20,000,000 are
¢overed with forests. Of these timber lands
the state,the communes and public institutions

have been

made

Great

in all military

of

IX. seeks the protectionof the

Germany,—~and

A

workman

he might’ get it, only

having to mend

on board

a steamboat.

The

of naptha required to do

work was considerably smaller. Itis estimated
that twenty pounds of naptha produced as much
heat as forty pounds of coal. N aptha is found in
large quantities among the Caucasus Mountains,

notice of abrogation,

and the treaty,

materially modified, will be continued.
At the comelusion of a great gpeechby

Glad-

stone,on Saturday at Greenwich, Eng.,in defense
of the ministry, resolutions were adopted with
great enthusiasm, and no opposition of consequence, expressing approval of Gladstone.
Slavery in Siam is to be abolished

in

January,

1872.

The Brazilian Senate finally adopted the bill
emangjpating the slaves of Brazil, by a vote of
44 to 33,which was received with. applause.
The

slaves are already being emancipated.
Empress

Eugenie’s

sonal-clothing

household. linen

were. sold at auction

other day.

and per-

in Paris the

:

.

President Thiers,
tenure of life, has

it is said, uncertain of his
madea political will;
ing to secure succession in th¥\presidency for
Casi
Pereire.

PéEy

is greatly excited over the approaching

presidential election, the contest being between
Prado”nd Exchanique. The defeated partyis
preparing for an armed revolt, in accordance
with the well-established South American custom.

During the first week of the operation of the
new postal treaty with . England, $8,349 were
sent from the Washington office alone to Great
Britain, and $3,326 were received from thence.
A Germaii

paper

states

ex-Emperor

Napole-

on’s income to be $25,000 a year, which. will be

increasedto $80,000by the proceeds of property

recently soldin Spain by the Empress.

The following, dated

;

Oct. 9, is a translation

received
at the Navy department from Dr. A.
Peterman of Gotha: “A despatch dated Oct. 3,
1871, which announces the return of Capt. Weyprecht and Lieut.’ Poyer, of the Austrian army,
states that in Septemberan open sea was found,
from 42-degrees to60 degrees eastof Greenwich,

to the northward of 78 degrees morth latitude.
The northernmost point regched was 79 degrees
north
on the meridian,48 degrees east. Here
found

the most favorable

state of

ice to-

ward the north pole, with a probable connection
with
open sea northof Siberia towards the
east, This
to be the most favorable
route towards the north pole.”
A parliamentary union between Austria and
' Hungary is the subject of a proposition, made by

the leaders of the government party in the lower house of the Hungarian Diet,

i

Russia is preparing “ to wipe out Turkey from
the map of Europe,”
spatch, =

according to a London

Advices from Constantinople
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the mosques,
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de-
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the revenues .of
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_ The working-men of Priasia-are aboutto or-

~ «ganize for a general strike. They will- demand

an increase of wages and a reduction of a day’s
labor to mine hours.
The Italian Government contemplates the for-

tifipation of the Alpine passes at a cost of seven

millions of franes.

:

;
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the bones of thousands of cattle will be left_upon

aban-

the hillsides and valleys.
The expectation of a wet winter is predicated
largely on the fact that we have had two, or three
dry ones in succession, Cattle growers. expect

The story is not so rethat a city news-

to find reliefby New Year's, at which time, if

St. Paul, no man, with the single exception of |
—QSan Francisco Bulletin.
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Texas is tify the cattle bive of North Ameri-

‘While New York, with her 4,000,000, inhab-

itants, and

her settlements two and a half cen.

turies old, has 748,000 oxen and stock cattle;
while

Pennsylvania,

with

more than

8,000,000

set ratsbane by his porridge. people, has 721,000 cattle; while Ohio with 3,Was not in the city at the time, 000,000 people, has 749,000 cattle; while Illinois,
material. The public demands with’ 2,800,000 people, has 867,000 cattle; and
#

df

the facts are opposed tothe

julist, so ‘much the worse for

while Towa, with 1,200,000 people, has 686,000
cattle—Texas, at forty years of age, and with
her 500,000 people, had 2,000,000 head of oxen
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old place. Bo there is Protestant precedent for
the Protestant Emperor, should he conclude to

patronize the Pope.
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would bejmore suitable - where beef is the object
aimed at. But whatever the breed chosen, care
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seen gamboling about in the waters, and it is presumed it was these which ate the bathers.
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Gov. Bullock of Georgia, is charged with ap | A remarkable animal was discovered ldst year would show little, difference from entirely pure
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seriber to be a reptile, butshown by Prof. Owen
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* all,
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which we sell to those desiring to make
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EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS. .
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Catalogue.

CHICKERING & SONS,

CHIRISTIAN BAPTISM,

“This little book has been revised by the author, has

been clothedin an entirely new dress, and presents

a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family, Let every pastor and church-mem-

ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book.
66, in cloth, 0n'y 2. ¢ts.; 1 paper covers,
15 ots, Postage ex(ra; on the former, 4 cts, on the
latter, 2 cents,
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354 WASHINGTON 8T., Boston,
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